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Street Address: ^p gn nfh Mnn f

Architect/Builder: Richard K. A. Kletting

Building Materials: reinforced concrete and steel

Building Type/Style: Sullivanesque Architecture

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Mclntyre Building is an eight-story commercial structure built of 
steel-reinforced poured concrete. A strong vertical emphasis in the facade 
is created by pre-cast concrete mullions or piers which separate three 
identical parrels of "Chicago windows." The smaller mullions and spandrels 
feature cast iron facings filled with concrete. The double-hung windows 
contain ivire mesh. Form lines showing each concrete pour are entirely 
exposed on the rear (west) exterior wall. The rear porches consist of 
cantilevered concrete beams and iron railings. All interior doors, casings, 
and trim appear to be of fine v/ood but areactually baked enameled metal. 
The stairways are made of cast iron, again following the requirements of 
a "fireproof" building.

The building retains its original exterior condition with the exception 
of the facade on the main floor level which has been faced with a dark 
marble. The cartouches located in the bands between the windows, and on 
the flat portion of the cornice are all intact, as arethe graphics: 
!? 19 McINTYRE 09"* The bracketed, projecting cornice is also unchanged.

The interior of the Mclntyre Building has recently undergone renovation. 
Tlie original I-shaped plan with its central corridor and flanking stores 
and offic.es has been altered only slightly. The main foyer and next four 
floors, as well as the curbed entry stairway, are faced with Mt. Nebo marble 

^(4gh&c&-4rS--«^~^ o n g »r   . qu ar r i o d)» Sloroctory   windowo-  ovor-tho jnoin- ot air way  
Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1908-1909

The Mclntyre Building is historically significant in two areas. First, 
the building is the physical/symbol of the productive commercial career of 
Utah pioneer William H.Mclntyre, Sr. Secondly, the building was designed 
by Richard K. A. Kletting, Utah ! s leading early modern architect, and is, 
aside from the late Dooley Building, 'designed by Louis Sullivan himself, 
the earliest and best example of Sullivanesque architecture in the state.

William H. Mclntyre, Sr., was born in Grimes County, Texas, in 18if8. 
Ills father, a. Mexican War veteran, died in 18^-9 leaving the mother with 
tire9 children. Mrs. Mclntyre married a Mormon, a Mr. Moody, who moved the 
  '-.onily to Utah. Here the three brothers grew up and worked as partners in 
'.x-e cattle business. Their largest success came when they purchased about 
000 head of Mexican Longhorris in Texas for S3.75 a. head, and drove them 
Salt Lake City where they sold for $2*f.00 a. head. The brothers split 
in the mid~l880s but William continued to pursue ranching interests. 
invested his profits in the undeveloped Mammoth Mine in the Tintic 

:.:-.ng District and became wealthy as the mine developed into one of the 
:-t productive in the state. In 189^ Mclntyre bought a If6,000 acre ranch 
.Alberta, Canada, which later became famous for its fine horses and 
ebred Hereford cattle which Mclntyre imported from Wyoming in 1902. In 
o Mclntyre haddeveloped his financial empire in Utah and Canada to 
yicient strength to call upon architect Richard K. A. Kletting to design 
build, the present seven story Mclntyre Building. According to one 

 . *  .,'3., Y/hen the building was completed in 1909:
"It was the first all reinforced concrete and fireproof building 

> <=  »  of the Mississippi River. All of the doors, windows, trim,, etc. 
made of steel. It is seven stories high and although a hazardous

 .dertaking at the time it was built, it stands today without a major 
;, ru c t u r al crack."



>o-72 South Main Street MeIntyre Building

if, ARCHITECTURE (c9ntinued):
are intact, as are many of the heavy brass light fixtures, 
elevators have been replaced. Recent paneling detract 
condition of some interior partitions.

Owners of the Mclntyre have recently repainted the front facade, 
accentuating the fine Sullivanesque character of the building.

The original 
from the- original

5. HISTORY (continued):
The building permit record (November 18, 1908) shows, in addition to 

the owner and architect, the builders the Vanderhorst Brothers, and the 
estimated cost of construction $180,000.

Richard K. A. Kletting, the architect, v/as German born and trained and 
worked on several major European projects, including the Bon Marche, 
Credit de Lyanais, and Sacre Coeur at Monmarte, all in France, before coming 
to the United States and settling in Utah in 1883. Because of his excellent 
training and experience, Kletting soon rose to the top of his profession. 
Among his major works were the original Salt Palace, Saltair Pavilion, 
State Mental Hospital at Provo, Deseret News Building, Cullin Hotel, Board 
of Trade Building, Brigham Young Trust Company Buildings, Karrick Block, 
Lollin Block, Hooper Block and a. host of other major public commercial, 
religious, recreational and domestic structures. Kletting was initially a 
classicist but had a progressive mind and was capable of keeping abreast of 
the most current architectural trends of his time. His varied works show 
influences of Richardsonian Romanesque, some excellent examples of 
Sullivanesque, as well as his better known Beaux-Arts Classicism masterpiec- 
The Mclntyre Building is a remarkable Sullivanesque building. Sullivan 
had himself introduced the style to Salt Lake City in 1894 via his modest 
Dooly Building (razed)-; Kletting 1 s building, however, was in many ways 
superior to the Dooly, which was never personally supervised by Sullivan. 
The Mclntyre Building is strikingly similar to the Gage Building (1898- 
1899$ Chicago) and has the soaring vertical effect created by unbroken 
piers which terminate under the cornice, typical of Sullivanesque architec 
ture . The planes between the piers contain the windows and spandrels 
which' are recessed behind the face of the piers. The ornamental cartouches 
between the piers show Sullivanesque influence but are distinctively 
Kletting 1 s designs. Even Kletting 1 s earliest buildings had classical 
cartouches with dates affixed. From a technological standpoint, the 
Kclntyre Building was the prototype for later reinforced concrete sky 
scrapers in Utah. Kletting, a life member of the Utah Society of Profess 
ional Engineers, had always been an innovator in engineering. His Saltair 
'Vavilion had a domed roof v/hich spanned 1/fO feet by 252 feet and measured 
,;r:jm tip to tip, l,lllf feet overall. The only comparable structure, the 

L]-opular round pavilion at Manhattan Beach, New York, was only 95 feet in
liarneter, Kletting later developed iron-reinforced concrete systems befor 

; sliding the steel-reinforced Mclntyre building. The handsome design,
 he mastery of the early modern architectural philosophy of Louis Sullivan 
o.e personal accomplishments and contributions of both theovmer and 
echitect of the Mclntyre Building assure its historical significance.
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Street Address: 15 South Main, Salt Lake City__________ site No:____ 

Architect/Builder:_____William Folnom and Obed Taylor_________________ 

Building Materials: iron 

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The original ZCMI building had a frontage of fifty feet by a depth.of 
318 feet; three stories high, plus a full basement. The whole interior was 
chiefly lighted by sky lights.

The present store front is a window wall of three matching sections built 
at three different times. Rows of Corinthian columns divide the windows. 
These columns are of cast iron in the center (1876) and south (1880) 
portions but of heavy stamped sheet metal in the north (1901) portion. 
There is a modillion cornice at ea.ch level and also in the rake of the 
pediment. The top cornice has brackets aligned with the columns below and 
a row of dentils under the modillions, which are larger than those of the 
cornices below and ornamented with an acanthus leaf. Under the pediment 
is a frieze which extends across the center portion of the storefront. It 
contains large letters 'ZCMI 1 balanced on each side with circular frames 
containing the date of founding, 1868, on the left and the date of the 
pediment construction, 1901, on the right. The rest of the frieze contains 
a connecting vine and leaf pattern. Above the top cornice antefixes project 
in alignment with the columns below. They are typical of much of the 
ornament which is of light sheet metal formed over wood.

The windows are double hung wood sash two-over-two glazed with obscure 
glass. Upper corners of sash and frame are rounded. These windows are

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 187(0

The ZCMI storefront ""now serves as the front entrance to the ZCMI shopping 
mall. It has been dismantled, restored and reconstructed to fit the new 
building, but parts of this facade were once attached to the original ZCMI 
store, built in 1875. ZCMI, the "mercantile palace," opened in 1876 and 
grew so rapidly that a three-story, south wing addition was built in 1880. 
In 1902, the north wing was increased to three stories to correspond with 
the rest of the building. The front facade, as it appears now, was built 
after the completion of this new addition to join the three units into a 
single storefront.1

ZCMI was originally organized on October 15, 1868, in Council Hall as 
Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Institution by the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints. 2 "The ZCMI system was set up in anticipation of the 
influx of non-Mormon merchants who would come into the territory via the 
transcontinental railroad which was joined in Utah in 1869. By consolidatin 
the various Mormon commercial enterprises, prices were lowered and both 
Mormon and Gentile patrons supported the ZCMI stores, driving many of the 
Gentile establishments out of business."3 This was part of an organized 
effort by Mormon leaders to create an independent, self-sufficient society. 
This segment from the original constitution of ZCMI seems to bear out this 
concept:

"This inhabitants of Utah, convinced of the impolicy of leaving the 
trade arid commerce of their territory to be conducted by strangers, 
have resolved, in public meeting assembled, to unite into a system of 
co-operation for the transactionof their own business."^" 
Brigham Young was the first president of ZCMI, with other prominent 

church leaders filling the Board of Directors. Thirty thousand shares of
v/ere initially sold for $100 each. Stockholders however had to have 
their tithing and be of good moral character. 5 Ownership of ZCMI was 
nally semi-public, but the major decision-making power rested, and 

on the") shoulders of the church.



15 South Main ZCMI Cast Iron Front

ARCHITECTURE (continued)

extremely large, eleven feet in height and varying in width from four feet 
to seven feet. They are covered with insect screens of modern louvered 
mesh in frames which match the windov/s behind.

The columns are painted black, other ornament and moldings are white 
and background planes are gray.

The first floor level which once had a columnar treatment like that 
above now has large show windov/s with wide spaced supports and is spanned 
by heavy steel beams.

As the width of the store front grew the design of the cornice and 
pediment was changed. Below the marquee and behind the facade there has 
been frequent modernization, but some of the varnished pine poles remain 
as structural columns along with much of the original stamped metal ceiling. 
The store plans extensive remodeling and addition; however, the original 
cast iron facade will remain.

5. HISTORY (continued):

ZCM-I was originally involved only in wholesale operations. Retail storee 
would voluntarily join the cooperative institute and thus make their goods 
available for distribution throughout the state. In this way ZCMI became 
a virtual "life-line" to Utah f s rural communities. They offered the same 
goods for the same prices as in Salt Lake. Within a few years ZCMI had 
Iif6 co-op stores in 126 of the scattered settlements in the territory. 
Brigham Young said, with regard to thepurpose of ZCMI, "It is our duty to 
bring goods here and sell them as low as they can possibly be wold and let 
the profits be divided with the people at large.""

ZCMI, from its inception, wa.s "an immediate and outstanding financial 
success."7 In 1870, "The Big Boot" shoe factory was opened and in!872, a 
clothing factory, supplied with fabric from Provo Woolen Mills, was added. 
This venture into manufacturing was a success which has continued well into 
the 20th Century.o ZCMI now has six branch stores; three in Salt Lake 
City, one in Logan, Provo, and Ogden. Because ZCMI was orgaiized so early 
in the history of the state (1868), its growth parallels the growth and 
development of the state of Utah.

The present ZCMI storefront may best be described as an architectural 
sciilpture. The old facade' and its additions were dismantled, restored and 
reconstructed on a. new building- after the original store was razed. Willi^ 
Folsom andO "ted Taylor, pioneer architects, designed the original facade 
which, though not the oldest, was the largest iron facade built in Utah. 
The use of cast iron as an architectural facade and structural system was 
innovated in the early 18*fOs ^J James Beaugards of New York. Some thought 
the new system was fireproof, but its greatest advantages were its modular^ 
and ability to provide more open space and light by eliminating the need fci 
masonry walls. The First National Bank, built in 1871 and designed by New 
York f s Richard M. Upjohn, has Utah's oldest known cast iron facade. The 
Mormon architects of the ZCMI storefront had both traveled widely through 
the country Folsom to the East and Midwest and Taylor in San Francisco 
where the use of cast iron was opoular. Folsom ha.d earlier proven himself 
as an innovator in his fireproof Amussen ! s Jewelry (1869) and Salt Lake 
Tabernacle (1867). Due to difficulties associated with local iron product 
cast iron facades were very rare in Utah. Fortunately the classically 
ornamented ZCMI facade remains to document an important developmental peri 
in American and Utah architecture. (From Historic Utah, Inc., Historical 
and Architectural Sites Inventory, Salt Lake City, 1977-1978, Site #5.)



15 South Main ZCMI Cast Iron Front

lfrhe 100th Year, ZCMI V_186.8-1?68, The Centennial Series, Great 
Moments in Utah and ZCMI history, 1968. L.D.S. Church Historical Department

2IMd.

-^Historic Utah, Inc., Historical and Architectural Sites Inventory, 
Salt Lake City, 1977-1978, Site #5.

^Great Basin Kingdom, Leonard J. Arrington, University of Nebraska 
Press, Lincoln:1958, p. 299.

5Ibid.

'The 100th Year, ZCMI, 

Grerat_Basin Kingdom, p. 302. 

Op. .cit.
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S1 re e t A d d re s s: 10 Wes t 100 South________ ________   Site No: 

Architect/Builder^ ^ _ Mendelson-Ornaha, Nebraska __ ___ _ 

Building Materials: Kyune sandstone

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
i'ncluds additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The HcCornick Block was built over a four-year period at a cost of about 
$300,000. The building is constructed of local Kyune sandstone and brick 
and is seven stories high. Located on a major business corner, the block 
had two major entries, one from the east and the other from the south, 
Remodeling of the bottom 1-1/2 stories at the southeast corner of the build 
ing have obliterated the original four-columned eastern entry. Also removed 
during remodeling was the four foot copper cornice. All other elements of 
the original exterior design are intact. The "annex" made to thenorth of 
the original structure was an extension of the initial construction program 
and is architecturally compatible with the first section of building. The 
smoothly dressed stone facade, an unusual feature during this Richardsonian 
Romanesque dominated period, has weathered much better than its rusticated 
contemporaries. In this respect, the McCornick Block was similar in many 
ways to the late Dooly Building, designed by Louis Sullivan and built in 
Salt Lake City at the same time.

The McCornick Block originally featured split-level entries with six 
stories above grade and one semi-subterranean story. The entries have been 
lowered to grade level. The two street facades of the block aredivided 
horizontally by four belt courses or with masonry bands. These divisions. 
occur between the first and second, second and third, third and fourth,

 ea-d er3bfr~e-ft4--qevertth fI'Qors. Thia traditional  divioion of a vor-tioDl;  5 
S^tPT'nt of Historical Significance: Constructipn Date: l&iO-fj

The McCornick^Building derives considerable interest and importance from
association with its first owned, William S. McCornick, a classic western 
entrepreneur whose business success mirrors the history of western economic 
development. Born in Picton, Ontario, Canada, in 1837, McCornick received 
a scanty common-school education between long years oflabor on his father's 
farm. In his early twenties he left Canada for California and worked as 
a ranch hand for twoyears. In 1862 McCornick responded to the lure of the 
Cornstock lode and left California, for. Nevada. Although he did become 
involved in mining to some extent, it was through his development of a 
lumber supply business that he indirectly tapped the wealth of Nevada's 
mines and established the basis of his fortune.

He moved to Salt Lake City in 1873 and immediately established a small 
banking house, McCornick & Company, which he assiduously built up into the 
largest private banking house between the Missouri River and the Pacific 
Coast. Around 1887 McCornick began to participate in some ofUtah's largest 
an-'i most successful, mining ventures, including the Silver King in Park 
City, theDaly and the Daly-West, and several of the mines of Eureka and 
Kercur. Later he would become president and principal owner ofthe giant 
Raft River Land and Cattle Company,, owner of several Utah commercial "banks, 
promoter of the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad, and one of 
i",he organizers of the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company. Additionally 
McCornick was a. major shareholder and director of Utah-Idaho Sugar and Utah 
?ov/er and Light. In brief, McCornick was one of theprincipal capitalists 
  ".rig;;ged. in western and Utah development.

Together with his financial prominence, McCornick was active as the 
.-resident of the board of trustees of the State Agricultural College during 
  ;> important growth phase of that institution, He was the first president 
::..[' r,ho Salt Lake- City Chamber of Commerce, and a prime mover in the organi- 

of, and again" the first president of, the Alta Club a social club.0



V/est 100 South McCornick Building, Crandall Building

ARCHITECTURE (continued):

structure into columnar base, shaft and capital is reminiscent of the 
declining classicism replaced by the more vertical Sullivanesque style as 
found, in the adjoining Mclntyre Building, a replica of Sullivan's Gage 
Building in Chicago. Perhaps best described as a commercial style building, 
the areas of masonry and fenestration are nearly equal, as is the balance 
between vertical and horizontal emphasis.

Window bays in the McCornick Block are square, excepting the Roman- 
arched southern entry and the Roman-arched bays at the sixth floor level 
of both street fa.cades. Detailing is limited to quoining, modest lintel 
caps over the third floor window bays, and carved stonework in and above 
the southern archway. The clean lines, flat surfaces, and regularity of 
form and window schedule make for an austere composition characteristic 
of early modern commercial structures.

Notable features of the interior of the McCornick Block include the six 
elevators and elaborate mahogony wood trim. With the exception of the 
first floor, the original floor plan and fabric are mostly intact.

5. HISTORY (continued):

for prominent businessmen that has played-an important role in Utah's 
political and economic history. The soundness of McCornick's financial 
empire was such that he was untouched by the panic of 1893> being able to 
meet any claims made on .his bank by nervous depositors* His success in 
weathering this crisis period further increased his holdings and his 
importance in the western business community.

McCornick was a. Pres-byterian and a Republican. His business success in 
Utah came during a period when Mormon entrepreneurship v/as at a low ebb 
due to the difficulties created by federal harassment of the Church and 
practicing polygamists. Since the wealth created by the Utah mines was 
principally in the hands of non-Mormons, due to Brigham Young's early 
discouragement of ore mining by Mormons, this meant that Utah's non-Mormon 
(usually termed Gentile) minority controlled a. major portion of the state's 
business.and financial institutions. McCornick's early avoid of Mormon- 
baiting..meant that when the Church began to regain a measure of its economic 
dominance at the turn of the century, following the cessation of social 
and economic presecution by the federal government, he was able to partici 
pate in several financial ventures undertaken by the Church for example, 
Utah-Idaho Sugar.

The property on which McCornick erected the huge grey stone building to 
house his financial operations v/as in itself a reflection of the changing 
economic scene in Utah. Willard Richards, a prominent associate of Brigham 
Young and early businessman, had built a home and post office atthis site 
during the initial settlement phase of Salt Lake City c Subsequently the 
site v/as occupied by the freighting and merchant firm known as Kimball and 
Lawrence, typical of the merchandising operations of the early pioneer 
period. Later the property passed to Cunnington and Company, who operated 
a more conventional hardware and grocery store in the period following the 
coming of the railroad. They then sold the property to William S. McCornic 
v/ho used, his fortune derived from the mining and speculation to build a 
suitable headquarters for an organization that perfectly symbolized the 
finance capital phase of western economic development that he and his fello 
entrepreneurs had helped bring about.



10 West 100 South McCornick Building, Crandall Building

5. HISTORY (continued):

Architectural History. The seven-story McCornick Block, built 1890- 
1893 of local Kyune sandstone and brick, is one of Salt Lake City's few 
surviving commercial blocks constructed during the city's building boom 
prior to the panic of 1893* Built as a. bank for the W e S. McCornick 
Company, the Block is an outstanding example of the transitional period 
of commercial architecture which anticipated Louis Sullivan's "skyscraper" 
movement Originally situated among small one- and two-story stores which it 
dominated, the McCornick Block is significant as a precursor in the develop 
ment of early modern architecture in Salt Lake City,as evident in the purely 
Sullivanesque Mclntyre Building (National Register nominee) which adjoined 
the Me Cornick Block on the north in 1909* The architect was Mr. Mendelson 
of Omaha, Nebraska. Although modified along part of its lower floor and 
along the cornice, the block isbasically intact and the fabric is well 
preserved.
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Street Address: 128 South Main Street Site No:

Architect/Builder: Sij as Lt T> Harrison and. II, W. Nichols

Building Materials: brick and stone (red brick sandstone and wood)

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Daft Block is four stories in height and includes a basement. The 
superstructure is brick and is trimmed with stone. The street frontage is 
very narrow with respect to the building's height. The front facade is 
symmetrical and features a dramatic, ornate two-story bay window between 
the third and fourth floors. An extant copy of the architect's original 
front elevation rendering shows that the present building is almost totally 
intact, with the exception of some alterations on the ground floor story.

Building materials are red brick, sandstone and wood. The bay window, 
window and door trim and floors are wood. Sills and lintels are stone, as 
is the rusticated pediment over the bay window. A series of pinnacles, 
pila.ster copings and stones carved in flower patterns also add decorative 
accents to the structure. Brickwork is plain with the exception of some 
modest panels- above and below the upper story windows. The front facade 
is divided vertically into three sections by wide pilasters which are 
brick v/ith stone trim.

Original door bays on the ground floor have been altered. Window bays 
are all square, with the exception of round-arched lower oriel windows. 
'All'"'windows are one-over-one double hung sash type.

. Rusticated stone reminiscent of Richardsonian Romanesque styling, togetht 
with smooth faced and flower stones are most decorative masonry elements,'

- 
>

Statement of Historical Significance:

The picturesque Daft Block 
Mrs, Sarah A. Daft, described
much business ability . . . one of the wealthiest and 
the city." In addition to commemorating the prolific

Construction Date: 1889-1890

was built in 1889-1890 for the widowed 
as "a- Utah pioneer of 1856 ... a woman of

best known women of 
commercial enter

prises of an independent pioneer woman, the Daft Block is significant for 
housing Daynes Jewelry, the pioneer jewelry business of John Daynes, who 
also established Daynes Music Company and Daynes Optical Company, both 
pioneer businesses. All three companies are still in business today and 
aremanaged by direct descendants of John Daynes.

Architecturally the Daft Block is representative of the typically 
tive designs of Elias L. T. Harrison, early -territorial architect of 
Salt Lake Theatre (1861, with William H. Folsom) and the Grand Opera

decora
the
House.

One of Utah' s most controversial historical figures, Harrison was cofounder 
v/ith William S. Godbe of the Ut ah. Magazine (which became the present Sal t 
Lake, Tribune) , and leader of the Godbeite Movement, an alledged apostate

gainst the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons)rebellion
The Daft Block, one of Salt Lake City's most 

commercial structures, was built in 
Mrs. Sarah A. Daft, the owner, Mrs 
1856 with her husband, E. J. Daft.

mpressve 
1889-1890 as a "business
Daft came to 

Mr. Daft. died
exercising her considerable business acumen, continued to 
amily's financial interests. She owned, large amounts of

19th Century 
block" for

Utah from England in 
in 1881 but Mrs. Daft,

develop the 
stock in the

'Independent Telephone Company an 
treet. Mrs. Daft also developed

owned, the Realty Building on West Temple

  wide reputation 
.erritory.

he Daft.Block

for having
mining interests and eventually

one of the keenest business minds in
gained 
th

. . ick and stone
was one 

structure
of Sarah Daft' 
was comleted

s many enterprises. The four-story 
in 1890 at an estimated cost of



Tpo South Main Street Daft Block, Daynes Jewelry-Building

/!-. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

The wooden oriel window is quite ornamental with various medallions, columns 
in corner millions and other classical design motifs carved in wood.

An adaptive use restoration has taken away most of the original partitions 
to provide larger areas for professional offices. Mouldings have been 
retained, whenever possible.

The Daft Block is structurally sound. Architectural fabric has 
experienced, some deterioration, especially at the cornice. Once painted 
with a monochrome color scheme, the masonry has been cleaned of paint 
and, the wooden trim repainted in an attempt to restore the facade to its 
original appearance.

5. HISTORY (continued):

$17'* 500. The building was occupied initially by a real estate company and 
urovided office rooms for other small professional con earns. Mrs. Daft 
died, in 1906.

In July 1908 the John Daynes Sons jewelry company took over the building 
and. remain there to this day. Daynes Jewelry was founded by John Daynes, 
an expert craftsman in jewelry who learned his trade in England. Born in 
1831? Daynes converted to Mormonism in 18^8, moved to Salt Lake City in 
1862 and became Brigharn Young 1 s watchmaker. Also a gifted musician, Daynes 
was able to perform on nearly every instrument. Pie was a choir director 
for ZfO years and was the organist for the famous Mormon Tabernacle Organ. 
He founded Daynes Music Company and Daynes Optical Company. John Daynes 
died March* 30, 1905. His sons, earlier taken on as partners, continued 
to run the jewelry and musical instrument store a.fter his death.

One of his sons, John Frederick (J. Fred), took over active management 
of Daynes Jewelry Company in July 1900 after returning from a Mormon mission. 
:Ie stayed with the company for over 30 years. Robert F. Daynes, another 
CDscendeiit, still owns and manages the pioneer jewelry store.

Elias L* T. Harrison was, along with Truman 0. Angell, Sr., and William 
n, F'olsom, one o.fUtah f s three most important pioneer architects. Harrison 
converted to Mormonism in England in the late 18^-Os and became one of the 
r:hurch ! s most prominent leaders there before gathering to the Utah Zion 
".'r\ 136.1. His architectural abilities were recognized immediately and. he was 
put to work designing the interior of the Salt Lake Theatre in late 1861. 
Tic theatre interior was considered a. rnasterwork and was lauded nation wide*. 
 ;tc-r commissions included the unbelievably detailed William S. Godbe house,
Gothic Revival residence of the most flamboyant kind. Harrison designed 

. :..; Gran,] Opera. House and numerous other residential and commercial build- 
:; .:; constructed through 1900. Utah f s first classes in architecture were 
~Y;-it by I:.?rrioon beginning in 1862. Throughout his career, Harrison was 
  '  -;tor* fj~ the picturesque qualities of design. The Daft Block is considers! 

..'    so:;t r-urviving example of Harrison's work.
\:/;co?.r:;ur: icoted from the Mormon Church in 1869 for preaching apostate 
r - Li ? ^'jrrison was as well known for his literary and. religious activitie.
  ' - ;' ; :; :r Jiis architectural accomplishments. Disenchanted with the 
'••-•• .'- ' ? ~-:er.:hin of Brigham Young, Harrison joined with Edward Tullidge,
  '-'  y-ritor, to ̂ produce in 1864 the "Peep O'Day", apparently the first
•"--'* " J: '?, "u"bj-i~hed in the Intermountain West. This magazine was the 

< \ : -'''^'~. : : _ " no "V^'1 Magazine" which in turn became the "SaltLake Tribune",
  '. -;',"- " . ; ^ ;;° City'3 two extant pioneer newspapers. Harrison f s friend- 
" ' " "-'^  ' i-lian: .';. Oo.'be, another malcontent, resulted in the Godbeite 
- ? " r- ev/ "o'rani system of theology" which intended to radically 

, ari ..'.ar:.ontal. .:-:::.T."icniGm t IT. 17. Nichols, Harrison 1 s partner, was
^nj superintendent in Salt Lake City before the turn of
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Street Address: 151 South Moin ____________________ Site No:——————————————————————————————————————————————— ,
Architect/Builder: Walter J. Cooper~

Building Materials: Reinforced concrete and brick •

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Tracy Loan arid Trust Company Building is a long, narrow structure 
\vhich ha.8 a. rectangular plan and is thirty feet high at the square. Built 
in 1916, it has a reinforced concrete and brick structural system which is 
rated "fireproof." Built for banking purposes, the building originally had 
three major rooms. The front or west room was fully two stories tall and 
v;as used as a public banking area. Behind (to theeast) were two floors, 
twelve feet high each, where offices were contained. A full basement, 
accessible by a. marble stairway, had a central hallway with offices. Much 
of the basement is intact as built. The main floor, however, has been 
altered at least twice.

The first remodeling extended the office floors further toward the front 
of the building to morefully utilize the open two-story space there* As 
they now exist, the floor-to-ceiling height of the first floor is approxi 
mately eighteen feet, while the second floor is about eight feet high.

Fortunately, many original architectural elements were retained during 
past renovations. The impressive vaulted skylight is still intact. It 
extends at least half the length and width of the building and is situated 
in the middle of the roof. Its metal framing contains curved stained-glass 
panels with multi-colored flower patterns. The original interior cornices 
sr.id decorative beams are also mostly intact. They feature acanthus leaf -

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1916

The Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building housed one of Utah's early 
banking institutions and relates to the careers of Russel Lord Tracy and 
James William Collins, two important Salt Lake City financial figures. 
Architecturally the building is a diminuative example of the Neo-Classical 
Revival Style and is a significant part of Salt Lake City 1 s historic South 
Main Street f acadescape.

Among Utah's oldest banking institutions to remain in operation is the 
Tracy Loan and Trust Company, founded in 188Jf by Russel L. Tracy. Tracy 
Y/as born at Mansfield, Ohio, in I860 and after attending Oberlin College in 
"'hio and established a banking business in Cheyenne, Wyoming, in 188^. In 
1592 -he moved the firm to Salt LakeCity, Utah, where he established 
permanent residency* In addition to forming one of the state 1 s first loan 
?nd trust companies, Tracy was widely known as a philanthropist. He 
?;.-vtablished the Tracy Avaiary at Liberty Park, the Tracy Wigwam Boy Scout 

''.. snip in Millcreek Canyon, and w as known as the "newsboy 1 s friend" for pre~ 
-.ring an ela.borate_dinner for all of the city's newspaper deliverers each 

. -raksgiving Day'. In 1933 Mr. Tracy retired as president of the bank and 
;..ies v/ e Collins, a long-time employee of the firm, was named, to succeed him.
 James William Collins was born in Cheyenne, Wyoming, in 188^-. After 

'-.ending grade school and high school in Salt LakeCity Mr. Collins entered
employ of Russel L. Tracy as an office boy. He served in various 

itions v/ith the company until 193^- when he was elected president. 
T:r f> Collins exercised considerable financial leadership locally, serving
 /resident of the Local Realty Company, directory of the Paramount Fire
  .-ranee Agency of New York, director of the Independent Coal and Coke 
Vany of Utah and director of the Porte Publishing Company. He was also
rector arid secretary of St. Mark's Hospital and a trustee of Westminster 
 3Ge. fraternally, Mr. Collins served as Grand Master of the Masons



^1 South Main Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building

/4. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

motifs, egg-and-darts bands and dentils. Original scagliola as well as 
real marble is extant in the original foyer area.

The facade of the Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building is Neo-Classical 
Revival in style. Its symmetrical composition features a pair of polished 
marble columns which sit upon a granite pedestal and support, at least 
visually, a classical entablature. The columns have Ionic capitals and 
a Greek entasis.

The Ionic entablature is complete with an architrave, frieze (upon which 
the inscription "Ivory and Company" is engraved), and cornice. The cornice 
features dentils, an egg-and-dart band and Greek moldings. Above the cornic 
is a balustrade, complete with side pedestals, a. high lov/er railing and a 
top rail. Along the outsides of the two columns are square columns or 
pilasters. They are faced with cut sandstone on limestone and are engaged, 
i.e. they tie back into the building.

Entrance to the Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building is made through a 
set of double doors which are located in a vestible which extends from the 
center of a. recessed window wall. The window wall consists of wide metal 
mullions and plate glass windows. A metal grille partially covers the upper 
section of windows which were originally clerestory but now light the second 
story offices. While some modification of the front curtain wall has 
occurred, the historical appearance of the front facade is essentially 
intact.

5. HISTORY (continued):

and .Potentate and Exalted Ruler of the Elks. He was also president of the 
Salt Lake City Rotary Club, president of theAlta Club and as a member of 
the Chamber of Commerce, participated in numerous activities intended to 
promote commercial and industrial growth in Salt Lake City.

As the Tracy Loan and Trust Company grew to become oneof the city 1 s 
larger banking institutions, it required improved quarters and in!9l6 built 
a three-room bank with one tall story and brick, steel and concrete con 
struction. James Stewart and Company built the bank for a cost of $^-0,000.

Walter J. Cooper, architect of the Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building, 
had been associated with three of the most prominent architectural firms in 
New York City before corning to Salt Lake City in 1910 to supervise the 
construction of the Boston and Newhouse Buildings and Newhouse Hotel, all 
designed by Henry Ives Cobb. Upon completion of these projects he returned 
to New York where he stayed only briefly before deciding to take up 
permanent residency in Salt Lake City. In 1911 Cooper formed a partnership 
v/ith Charles Snead McDonald under the firm name of McDonald and Cooper. 
Their two most important projects were the "fireproof" Keith O f Brien Buildir 
and the Walker Bank, at the time claimed to be the tallest building between 
the Mississippi River and the Pacific Coast (they were associate architects 
rvith Eames and Young of St. Louis. The partnership was dissolved in 1916, 
the same year Cioper designed the Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building.).

Other important works of Walter J. Cooper include residences and mine 
buildings for the Chief Consolidated Mining Company at Eureka, Utah (Nations 
Register Historic District), Isolation Hospital, Beck Hot Springs Natatoriun 
in Salt Lake City, the Tomaha.v.rk Hotel at Green River, Wyoming, and banks at 
r'::>ck Springs, Wyoming, St. Anthony, Idaho, and Magna, Utah.



South Main Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building

HISTORY (continued):

Much of Cooper's work, although contemporary in terms of structure and 
mechanical systems, reflected the classical revivalism of his time* The 
Tracy Loan and Trust Company Building is Neo-Classical Revival in style. 
Recently renovated by Ivory and Company, the present occupants, the building 
is a two-story brick structure with a. stone facade. Sensitively preserved 
in the renovation process, the facade is highlighted by two large Ionic 
columns of marble and a. traditional Greek entablature featuring a balustrade, 
moulded and dentiled cornice, an egg-and-dart band and similar ornamental 
treatments which have their origins in ancient Rome and Greece. Although 
diminuative in scale, the facade is well-proportioned and detailed and 
contri butes to the sense of historicity along Salt Lake City's South Main 
Street, the state 1 s first commercial street.
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Street Address: 161

Architect/Builder: Thorn:;;

Building Materials:
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-cast iron front Richard M. Upjohn \ "T ,
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0 £

o
Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features: 
{Include additions, alterations, ancillary ipructures, and landscaping if applicable)

originally built, tine First National Bank was a four-story brick and 
stone building with a Mansard roof and cast iron front. The Jfth story was 
or-iflnally enclosed within the Mansard roof and featured a vertical window . 
bay ̂ extension with an octagonal metal cupola. The bottom floor, which has 
been altered with the addition of new materials, consisted of a. central  "  
panel of three large, windows, flanked on either side by .door bays. The., 
detailing, i.e. iron mullions, iron grillwork, transuras, pilasters, ..etc*, 
were of the same patterns and style as still extant on the second, and third 
stories. No attempt was cna.de to rebuild the-upper floor after the fire in 
1375. The iron pinnacles) were elft intact and an iron pediment was- placed

fourth floor window bays had been. 
;he old. bank continues . to . display its. elaborate;  
'front "fa.cade is- basically .div idled, -into,-, three,.-. ._--: 

ea.ch separated by' pilasters. The- secon'd';antT third- stories, 
their fenestration and detailing. ..The -central panels   ..

double-hung sash windows .separated by deep, pilaster- 
.th Ionic capitals. ' The-side panels ha.ve'single 
.ons. PIain~horizontal bands at the floor-levels 
,e classical ribbons of egg .and dart, d-en^ila and 
.rst built intricate iron-arched grills were locat

on.the cornice where the 
....... The present facade of
-c a.st iro-ti ;s tor e front.   " '-Thi 
'v e'r t i C al 'p an e 1 s $ 
are identical in 
consist of three tall, 
^ilse^mullions ''decorated' w) 
windows with similar mull: 
are accented with intrica' 
undulating waves. When f:

Statement of Historical Significance] Construction

The First National Bank Building is significant architecturally by virtue
of having the
Its designer, Richard M.- - - -

oldest known castiron storefront in\ the Intermountain "west*
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ARCHITECTURE (continued):

the tops of the window bays, perhaps to serve as sun screens. This 
gingerbread has been removed, but the iron fencework across the porch and 
bottom of the third story remain. The cornice, complete with pinnacles and 
arched pediment, likewise are intact. All of the ironwork, is painted white 
and is very striking in its effect.

While the ground floor has been adapted in use as a threatre, the two 
upper floors are essentially intact in both plan and fabric. The fancy 
v/ooden stairways, doors, Y/ainscoting and mouldings are nearly all preserved, 
as are the original glass-paneled partitions in the old Masonic Library, 
and the heavily classical plaster cornices and centerpeices. The second 
level and part of the third level are being used for offices but the main 
assembly room on the third floor is vacant.

Although altered somehwat, the First National Bank Building is still 
replete with unusual detailing, is visually interesting, and has great 
educational value and restoration potential.

5. HISTORY (continued):
and cast iron bank as a permanent investment. The iron front was designed 
by Richard M. Upjohn of New York who, in 1870, also designed St. Mark's 
Episcopal Cathedral in Salt Lake City. Built concurrently with the bank 1 s 
greatest years of success, 1871-1872, the expensive structure may have 
contributed to the bank's demise in 1873. The estimate of construction, 
$80,000, was far exceeded by the actual cost, $140,000. In addition, 
liberal loaning policies coupled with a slump in mining and business activit 
related to the Panic of 1873 proved too much for "Hussey's bank." The bank 
was unable to meet heavy withdrawals and suspended payment in September, 187 
The bank was involuntarily liquidated in December 1874; the official reason 
for the failure: "incompetent management." Hussey was forced to leave Utah 
in 1874j one year beforea fire burned, the roof and upper story of the bank 
(November 17 5 1875). Hussey continued banking in Colora.do and Montana, 
Idaho, Washington, and-NewYork (1880-1883). He was "Utah's first banker 
of consequence."

At the time of the fire in 1875 the bank's first floor was occupied by 
the Deseret National Bank. This bank evolved from Hooper, Eldredge and 
Company, the firstfinancial house in Territorial Utah, later to become the 
Bank of Deseret with Brigham Young as president. The bank obtained a 
charter in 1872, became the Deseret National Bank, and apparently moved into 
the building after the demise of the First National Bank, At about this 
time Walker Brothers became ownersof the structure. More famous as a 
mercantile firm, Walker Brothers had carried on an unofficial banking busine 
since 1859. They acquired the bank building as an investment and did not 
do business in it themselves.

It is clear that many pioneer companies vied for office space in the 
prestigious four-story structure. Among the early patrons were the Stock 
Exchange, Flagstaff Mining Company, Huge and Jonasen (attorneys),Patrick 
Brothers, Mr. Ball (receiver of the FirstNational Bank),C. M. Carter (attorr 
Wells, Fargo Company, Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company, officesof 
Supreme Court Justice Sutherland and his associates.

After the fire of 1875 the bank was immediately repaired but no attempt 
V;SG made to rebuild the upper story. Instead, a nev;, flat roof was built 
over the third floor and a nev/ pediment or parapet \vall was built across 
the front facade. The renovated bank then became the new home of the Mason: 
lodges of Salt Lake City, the upper floor being dedicated for Masonic 
rmrposes November 14, 1876. The Masons had previously met with the Inde-
^endent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) in a rented room in Trowbridge 1 s 
Building, After leasing the two upper floors of the bank, the Masons
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j. HISTORY (continued):

prepared the second floor for use as a Masonic Library which was dedicated 
September 1, 1377. The Masons used the building until March 19, 1896,

In tire mid~!880s Simon Bamberger obtained the building for his offices. 
3 srnberger was a German Jev; who came to the United States in 1859 and ulti 
mately settled in Salt Lake City where he began a. prosperous business 
career. He invested in hotels, mining interests, and railroads and became 
very wealthy. Bamberger served on the Utah State Senate and wa.s eventually 
elected Governor of Utah. The Bamberger family continues to maintain part 
ov:nership of the site through Clarence Bamberger and the Bamberger Investment 
and Exploration Company. The Utah 3 Theatre uses the ground floor of the 
building at present.
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Street Address:

Architect/Builder:

Building Materials:

165 South, Main . SrteNo: " '*^H

John C. Craig
\Brick

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The former Salt Lake Herald Building is a brick commercial structure, 
five ctories in height. The building is U-shaped in plan after the first 
ctory end features two vertical wings, or shafts, identical in size and 
symmetrically arranged around a narrow lightwell, an open space directly 
over the main entry, intended to permit light to enter windows of rooms in 
the interior of the U. At an early date architectural critics compalined 
that the light well was too narrow to permit adequate lighting, a criticism 
which is consistent with the fact that the sun's rays penetrate only a 
small portion of the well. An unusual feature of the well is that it 
opens on the street or front side of the building. Nearly every other 
commercial building of this type in the city had concealed light wells.

The Herald Building is essentially vertical in its facade design but 
has entablatures and stone belt courses. Horizontality is also emphasized 
by banding in the masonry portions of the second story; this banding was 
a continuation of horizontal banding in the stone piers now concealed on 
the first story.

The window and door bays of the Herald Building are square. The windows 
are simple one-over-one double-hung sash type. Awnings were originally 
placed over each window but are no longer extant.

;t3t9ment of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1905

The Herald Building "stands as a historical reminder to the Salt Lake 
Jl§±15lM» During its fifty year history the newspaper played a crucial role 
in"The Mormon-Gentile conflict. After 1891, as spokesman for the Democratic 
party, it was instrumental in the establishment of theAmerican political 
party system in Utah. Constructed with money from Senator W. A~ Clark of 
I'iontana, the building also represents the importance of Salt Lake City to 
the economy of the Intermountain West.

The Herald Building was constructed in 1905, 35 years after the founding 
of the gol.t^.La_ke_.Herald in 1870. Architect for the building was John C. 
Crsig of Chicago. Mr. Craig was the architect for several other prominent 
Salt Lake City buildings including the Salt Lake Stock Exchange, Eagle Gate 
Apartments also known as the Bransford Apartments, and the Louise Grace 
Ornery Apartments, presently known as the Canyon Road Apartments.

The development of Utah's newspapers began with the founding of the 
DeGeret JJewg in Salt Lake City, June 15, 1850. The News was owned and 
controlled-by the Mormon Church. While focusing on' church related subjects,
 ;he editors tried to keep the Mormon-Gentile conflict to a minimum. With

 ':, :ie completion of the trans-continental railroad in 1869 a tremendous change 
::ook place in Utah. The Mormon-Gentile conflict intensified, and in Utah 
.-journalism, this change was reflected in the birth of two new daily 
nowspapers, ^IM.J^alJ^JdS^^ ^nd The Salt Lake Herald. Founded in 
::.o?j. ? a year after the Herald, the Salt Lake Tribune was first published by 
' '.or-rficm intellectuals who had been excommunicated from the Church primarily 
"'.yr their opposition to temporal church policies. Advocating accommodation
 ;;;,th the Gen tiles, the Tribune was initially founded to generate Mormon

t for a change in economic philosophies from the cooperative insulation 
tea by Brighton Young to one more in keeping with the laissez .Cairo 
or the post-Civil War period. In 1873 when the Tribune changed_ 
the newspaper became an unrelenting and. at times malicious critic of 
iirch and Church, leaders. This policy continued v/ell into the
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if. ARCHITECTURE' (continued):

Perhaps the last of Salt LakeCity's finest turn-of-the-century tin 
cornices adorns the top of the Herald Building. Divided into two identical 
portions, one for each tower, the richly decorative cornices feature broken 
pediments, volutes, lion's heads, cove mouldings, brackets, dentils, and 
flagpoles. The inscription, "The Herald," "Erected 190^," is divided, 
half in each of the two cornices. Other decorative elements-of the building 
include the keystones over the windows, the classical cartouches in the 
frieze across the top of the second story and the suggestively Prairie 
Style capitals at each end of the frieze above the first story over what 
were originally stone pilasters.

The exterior of the Herald Building is presently covered v/iih dark gray 
paint. The interior has experienced some modification, particularly on the 
north side of the ground floor. The original cabinetry, mouldings, doors, 
etc., in the cafe on the ground floor and in many rooms on upper floors 
are mostly inta.ct.

Aside from interior alterations made in the process of converting the 
newspaper building to a hotel, the major intrusion is the remodeling of the 
exterior facade of the ground story. The original design featured a promi 
nent arched entry bay crowned with a large broken scroll pediment. The 
pediment was supported by stone piers similar to those ateach end of the 
building where upon smooth and rusticated stones alternated for a banding 
effect. Between the sets of stone piers were large windows within wooden 
mullions. A large stone eagle perched on a sphere was situated between 
the break in the broken scroll. A Classical frieze served as a visual 
entablature for the upper floors and is still intact. A small porch with- 
iron railing is now located where the pediment originally was.

The effect of the Herlad Building as initially designed was one of the 
formalities of classical revivalism blended with the austerities of then 
currently progressive trends of commercial architecture.

5. HISTORY (continued):

While the Deseret News tried to keep aloof from the journalistic mud- 
slinging which characterized much of 19th Century American journalism, the 
jSalt Lake .Herald became the sparing opponent of the Salt Lake Tribune in 
the Mormon-Gentile fight.

Growing out of the ashes of an earlier pro-Mormon newspaper, the Salt 
Lake City-OKden Tele.ffra.ph, the Salt Lake Herald publishers purchased the 
type and press of the Telegraph, hired the newspaper's former business 
manager, 7/illiarn C. Dunbar, and Editor E. L. Slosn, and began publication 
of the Sa 11 L  ake _IIeraid on Sunday, June 5 9 1370. In explaining the paper's 
philosophy, Editor Sioan reflected the need for a militant defender of 
the Church .and its members, "Beaming it better to represent ourselves 
than to be misrepresented by others, when the people of Utah, their faith 
and institutions are aspersed, maligned and unjustly attacked, we shall 
esteem it -a solemn duty to present the truth in reply, when the source is 
worthy of a rejpinder .... We have lived in this community for years', 
and hope to livle- in it-for many years to come . . .." (Quoted in J. Cecil 
Alter, Jilarl_y.. Utlah Journal ism, pp. 307-503.)

Throughout . the polygamy crusade of the 1370s r?.n--' 1830s the Deseret News 
remained the spokesman for the Mormon leadership v:hile the Herald, althoug 
not Owned by the Church, was its lay supporter. Its opponents, described 

the "Morrqon Herald," and "The Organ of the Lesser Priesthood,"
.mplying that t 

of the-Hi
he Deseret News, as the official Church mouthpiece, v/as "Th<

tt



Herald Building

% HiSTORY (continued)

Following the official announcement by Church leaders of the end to the 
practice of polygamy the Salt Lake. Herald took a greater interest In 
politics. On May 2^» 1891, the Herald announced that it was a Democratic 
newspaper. As spokesman for the Democratic Party the Herald continued to 
reflect its pro-Mormon sentiments. The Republican party, founded in 1856 
on a platform dedicated to the abolishment of the "twin relics of barbarism' 
slavery and polygamy was despised as such by Utah Mormons as by any 
Southern sympathizer* Southern Democrats had viewed the Mormon belief in 
polygamy similar to their own support of slavery based on states rights 
and had opposed the anti-polygamy measures of the Republican Party. While 
^ne Her,old became the state's Democratic newspaper, the Tribune was clearly 
Republican and the two newspapers turned their attention to support and 
attack of the respective parties.

As a reflection, of their involvement in private business, Church leaders 
turned more to the Republican party after 1896 and as a defender of the 
Church the Herald became less important. In 1898 the Herald was acquired 
by Alfred W. McCune to aid his unsuccessful campaign for the U. S. House 
of Representatives. It was then sold to Senator W. A. Clark of Montana, 
also a Democrat, but whose chief interest in Utah was the promotion of 
the Salt Iiake, San Pedro, and Los Angeles Railroad. It was during the 
ownership of Clark that the HeraldBuilding was constructed in 1905. Clark 
sold the*Herald to a group of prominent Utah Republicans in August 1909. 
Renamed the Herald.-Republic.an following a. merger with the Inter-Mountain 
?§Pui^U:£SE» t}ie Paper quickly began to decline as its Democratic supporters 
wTthdrev/ their subscriptions and the editorial philosophy reflected the 
views of only one part of the Republican Party the Reed Smoot faction. 
The newspaper suffered from ownership changes and diffused ownership until 
July 1920 when it ceased publication.

Since 1918 the Herald had been leased by the Salt LakeTelegram, a news- 
pa.u-er founded in 1902. The Herald building housed the newspaper from 1905 
until 1913 when offices were moved to 50 South Main. Afterwards the build-" 
ilns; wes used as the Little Hotel with Lambs Grill occupying the ground
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Street Address: 235 So. Main St. Site No:

Architect/Builder:

Building Materials: Brick

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Utah Savings and Trust Building is a seven-story commercial building with a 
reinforced concrete and brick structural system and stone facade. A narrow building 
(26 feet wide), the verticality of its facade is accentuated by four piers or pilasters 
that rise unbroken through the middle five floors. The facade, unaltered above the 
first floor, originally consisted of three classically articulated divisions corresponding 
to the pedestal, shaft, and capital of a column.

The first level of "pedestal" of the facade originally featured four columns 
directly under the existing piers, and a classical entablature. The middle bay 
contained the entry doors while the side bays contained storefront windows. This 
configuration has been altered and now consists of a metal framed storefront window 
amd doors contained within a dark marble border.

The "shaft" of the facade consists of four piers which separate the window bays. 
All of the windows are one over one, operable sash types and are spacially separated 
vertically by flat spandrels decorated by circle and diamond shaped morifs. The 
"Shaft" terminates at the cornice above the sixth floor. At the tops of the piers 
are groupings of fruit, swags, and some geometric motifs, all of which combine to form 
a secondary cornice. The upper floor, because of its heavy cornice and wall ornamentation, 
is the "capital" of the facade. The windows on this level are surrounded by

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1906-07

The Utah Savings and Trust Co. Building is significant for its long association 
with several of Utah's most eminent citizens. Its motto, "Judge a Bank by the Men 
Hack of It," was pertinent, as several of Salt Lake's most prominent financiers, realtors, 
mining capitalists, and popular political figures were involved with the company in 
its early years of existence. The building is also significant architecturally as 
an early example of reinforced concrete construction and as a regional adaptation of 
the Sullivanesque Style.

The bank was established in 1889 with a capitalization of $250,000, under the 
name Utah Title Insurance and Trust Co. It was one of the first bank and trust 
companies established in Salt Lake during Utah's territorial period. Its original 
Sanction was the receiving and execution of trusts. It later expanded its facilities 
to include general banking and fiduciary business, but remained primarily a savings 
: ;ank rather than a commercial bank. Its main function was receiving savings on which 
interest was paid. Most of the savings were invested in mortgages. The bank eventually 
became an institution that afforded all of the advantages of the corporate trustee, 
the savings association, and the Commercial Bank. ;,

Through the reputable interests of several of Salt Lake's more prominent financiers, 
:he Utah Savings and Trust Co became one of the most stable institutions in the state. 

"".':..ij officers represented a coalition of some of the finest business minds in Salt Lake 
..rein 1890 to 1930. John E. Dooly, President of the Bank from 1890 to 1989, was a 
 c'.ll-known financier and broker and played a prominent role in the financial and 
.'.: ;'.ness affairs of Salt Lake City. He also served in a variety of 
MO Lie capacities, including president of the Salt Lake City Board of Education, 

.'.. _; emir, of the University of Utah, and member of the Salt Lake City Council. He



1?35 South Main Utah Savings and Trust Company Building (1)

/+. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

a band of voussoirs alternating with heads of grain* The final cornice 
projects far beyond the face of the building and features dentils, brackets 
and lion's heads. The original flagpost, located above the center of the 
cornice, is still extant.

Structurally the Utah Savings and Trust Company Building consists of 
reinforced concrete skeletal frame. Square concrete columns, roughly 
two by two feet, were built up in a modular pattern, one floor at a time. 
Concrete beams and floors were then set upon each level of columns. The 
open spaces between the columns and beams werefilled with brick. Reinforci 
of the system was done by placing gangs of one inch steel bars through the 
columns and beams. Some of the bars were taken through to the outside 
walls where they were cut off flush with the walls and are now exposed. 
Forming of the concrete members was done with wooden planks and the form 
marks are still evident, except in the light wells where the concrete 
was parged. The site was excavated by horse and team. Overall, the 
construction of this building represents a pioneering effort, using primati 
methods to execute modern ideas of the time.

In plan the building has a rectangular shape on the first floor while 
the upper floors have offices fenestra.ted by three light wells located on 
the southern side of the building.

The interior is quite simply appointed, the columns and beams sometimes 
being exposed and decorated with egg-and-dart bands and other classical 
motifs. The stair railings, newel posts and the trim of door and window 
bays utilize both metal and wood. The interior of thefirst floor has been 
altered extensively and to a lesser extent the upper floorshave also been 
modified but retain the original floor plan. The architectural interest 
of the building rests mostly with its structural system and the design of 
the front facade.

5* HISTORY (continued)

was also one of the founders of the Alta Club, when it was organized in 186 
as a. social and service club for gentile businessmen but gradually came to 
admit Mormons to membership and served as an important instrument of 
accommodation between the. Mormon and Gentile population of Utah. He also 
owned the Dooly Block which ranked as the "Business Building Showcase" in 
downtown Salt Lake when itwas built inl892. Designed by Louis Sullivan, or 
of America's most celebrated architects, it was the only remaining example 
of Sullivan's work in the v/estern United States when it was demolished in 
1972. Dooly established the first bank in the city of Ogden, Utah, under 
the name of J. E. Dooly and Company during his employment with Wells, Fargc 
and Company.

V/. S. McCornick served as president of the Utah Savings and Trust Compar 
beginning in the year 1899, following Dooly 1 s term. McCornick was a class: 
entrepreneur whose business successes mirrored the history of western econc 
mic development. Originally from Canada and then California, McCornick 
responded to the lure of the Comstock lode in Nevada where he lived until 
1873* It was in. Nevada that McCornick 1 s interest in mining was aroused 
when, during his development of a lumber supply business he inadvertently 
tapped several Nevada mines which produced the basis of his fortune. 
McCornick settled in Salt Lake City in 1873 where he established a small 
banking house. McCornick and Company gradually grew to be the largest 
private banking house between the Missouri River and the Pacific Coast. 
Around 1887 McCornick began to participate in some of the largest and most 
successful mining ventures in the state, namely the Silver King, Daly and 
the Daly-West in Park City and several of the Eureka and Mercur mines. 
Later he became president and principal owner of the Giant Raft River Land
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5. HISTORY (continued): ' -

and Cattle Company, owner of several Utah commercial banks, promoter of the 
San Pedro, LOG Angeles and Salt Lake Railroa.d, and one of the organizers of 
the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company. In addition, McCornick was a 
major shareholder and director of Utah-Idaho Sugar and Utah Pov/er and Light, 
and served as president of the Board of Trustees of the State Agricultural 
College. He was also thefirst president of the aforementioned Alta Club. 
W. 3, McCornick was one of the principal capitalists engaged in western 
and Utah development.

John J. Daly of Benton, Illinois, responded to the mining ventures of 
Montana, Nevada and Utah where he eventually made his permanent home in 
13?6. Daly served as Vice-President of the Utah Savings and Trust Company 
under McCornick in 1899 and several years thereafter. A leading figure in
the mining industry, Daly prospected in the mountains near Park City and 

located several claims. He undertook the development of the Old Jones 
Bonanza, which became part of the Daly-Judge Mine. The Daly mine eventually > 
produced over $10,000,000,00, and his acquisition of the Anchor Mining 
property was one of the largest transactions ever recorded in the mining 
history of Utah. Daly became prominently connected with some of the most 
stable financial institutions of the state. He organized the First National 
Bank of Park City and acted as president for a number of years. He v/as also 
a director of the Commercial National Bank ofSalt Lake City as well as Vice- 
President, and director of the Utah Savings and Trust Company. In addition 
Daly served two terms as President of the Alta Club.

Heber M, Wells, manager of the Utah Savings and Trust Company in 3.906, 
was Utah 1 s first governor when it gained statehood in 1896. In the years 
preceding he served in the capacities of City Recorder, member of the Board 
of Public Works and v/as Secretary of theConstitutional Convention of 1887 
which eventually framed the Constitution of the state of Utah in!895- The 
first state flag was presented to Wells in 1903. He possessed a. fine 
singing voice and held leading roles with the home dramatic club of which 
he was an original member.

Three other prominent Salt Lake citizens served as directors of Utah 
Savings and Trust Company in its early years Co. Enos A. Wall, a director. 
of the Utah Savings and Trust Company, was another colorful mining entre 
preneur. The title of Colonel was bestowed upon him by his followers as 
a result of an expedition he lead into the south Park country of Colorado 
in 1868, Colonel Wall's activities were important to the mining industry 
arid its development in the intermountain country. In 1873 Wall v/as left in 
charge of the large Emma mine at Alta which resulted in an interest in 
mining that was to la.st throughout his lifetime. He v/as one of the first 
to recognize the value of the Wood River country in Idaho and played an 
important role during its bonanza days. He was in charge of the Silver 
Heed Mine, a profitable silver producer from a sandstone formation, and had 
interests in mines at Ohpir and Bingham. Stories began to circulate about 
the Wall group and their success. The Ruthschild's and other eastern 
concerns interested in the copper industry sent buyers to examine the 
property but none of their engineers sensed its importance. Wall eventually 
formed the Utah Copper Company with another mining specialist, Daniel C. 
Jickling, and a bondissue of $3*000,000.00 v/as purchased by the Quggenheins. 
The company enjoyed a large success proving Colonel Wall "the best informed 
mm on the practical concentration of silver, lead and copper ores with 
ivetor in the west, or in the country," according to one source.

W., J r. Halloran, senior partner of the Halloran-Judge Company, one of 
:he city' s lea-ding real estate firms, served on the Board of Directors of 
.."no Utah Savings and Trust in the early 1900a. He was prominently identified 
Ith the Merchant's Bank, Continental Life and Investment, Studebaker
-others of Utah, and the Nevrhouse Hotel Company. Halloran served three
••""* IG ^resident of the Salt-Lake Commercial Club, a businessman's club 
.-/, nlav^d an important role in Utah's political and economic history, in
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5. HISTORY (continued):
addition he was a member of the influential Alta Club, the Knights of 
Columbus, and the Elks Lodge. W. J. Halloran's career exemplified his pet 
phrase, "There is no such word as fail."

William Montague Ferry became involved with the Utah Savings and Trust 
Company as a. director in 1906 and became vice-president about 191*t-» He 
was elected a State Senator on the Republican ticket in 1912, advocating 
bills designed to relieve the aged indigent, to provide for orphaned and 
destitute children, to protect children from unjust labor conditions, and 
to provide adequate wages and proper working conditions for women. He was 
a. director of the Walker Brothers Bank, director ofthe Silver King Coalition 
Mines and the Mason Valley Mines of Nevada.

The Utah Savings and Trust Company Building, erected in 1906-1907, is 
architecturally significant as a well-preserved example of a local variety 
of the Sullivanesque Style, and as oneof Utah's earliest commercial building 
to utilize a. reinforced concrete structural system. The architects, Ware 
and Treganza. ofSalt Lake City, were a prominent firm which during its 25 
year partnership produced some of the state's finest building designs, Thei 
use of brick infill and metal window sashed and trim on the exterior of the 
building is evidence of an early attempt at "fireproof" construction.

The development of the use of concrete in Utah has an interesting history 
As early as the 1850s Mormon pioneers were constructing forts of"mud concret 
a. combination of rocks, dirt, straw, water and sometimes other elements whic 
were poured into crude wooden forms to create thick walls. By the 18?0s 
Morgan Richards of Iron County had developed a "lime concrete" by adding to 
the aforementioned materials lime as a hardener. Using methods similar to 
those described in Orson Fowler's books on the "gravel wall" mode of constuc- 
tion, Richards built impressive poured concretestructures in Para.won and 
Paragonah, Utah. By the 1890s Portland Cement made its appearance in Utah. 
Its early uses were confined mostly to flatwork, foundations and water pipes 
until after 1900 when the structural uses of concrete developed in France, 
Germany and the Midwest and Eastern United States became known.

The pivotal figure in the development of reinforced concrete in the Unite 
States was Ernest L. Ransome. His first patents wereissued in the decade 
of the 1880s following William LeBaron Jenny's development of the "first 
skyscraper," the Home Insurance Building in Chicago inl87i§, By 1900 
Ransome was the leading designer of industrial and commercial buildings of 
reinforced concrete. The stateof conventional column-and-bearn framing in 
the first decade of the century was largely thework of Ransome. Typical of 
his commissions at the time is the United Shoe Machinery Company at Beverly, 
Massachusetts (1903-1905). The floor slabs and joists were poured as a 
unit, the joists thus forming parallel ribs of rectangular sections, the 
whole resting on deep girders spanning between the columns in both directior 
Ransome's principle of reinforcing construction was simple by contemporary 
standards but was fundamentally sound. Ware and Treganza used essentially 
the same system in their Utah Savings and Trust Company Building although il 
is not known how the architects, both newcomers to Utah, became familiar 
with the method. Nevertheless, their structural design shows an early use 
of Ransome's principles and documents a beginning effort in "developing 
the reinforced concrete technology being used today.
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Street Address: South .Main Street Site No:

Architect/Builder: Richard K. A. Kletting

Building Materials: Brick and Stone

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structur«s, and landscaping if applicable)

Building permit records of 1888 inform us that the Karrick Block was a 
brick and stone store with a basement, three stories in height, J>0 by 112 
feet in dimension and built at a cost of $18,000. The architect's original 
elevation drawing, an 1890 perspective rendering and old photographs have 
provided us with knowledge of the building's original appearance. Features 
of the Karrick Block representative of commercial architecture of the period 
included the symmetrical fa.cade design, classical division of the facade 
into sections approximating the proportions of a column and entablature 
combination, attenuated cast iron columns supporting the upper masonry 
wall, ornate carved stone and galvanized iron cornices with great surface 
activity overall. The facade was articulated in the center as evidenced 
by the large voids created as vestibules for the porches, the semi 
circular corbelled pilasters which supported large pinnacles, the large 
central window panel on the ground floor, and the large flagpole situated 
at the centerline of the composition. By contrast, the side bays were 
narrower and more vertical in emphasis. Large pilasters at ea.eh side of 
the building carried rusticated stone banding along the first level and 
ornately carved stones at the vexus of the belt courses which delineated 
the floor levels. A variety of materials enriched the total design; glass, 
cast iron, wrought iron porch railings, stone, brick, tin cornices, wood

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 188?

The 1887 Karrick Block is significant as one of the few remaining 
examples of pre~"Building Boom" commercial architecture in Salt Lake City. 
It is also the oldest extant work of Richard K. A. Kletting, prominent 
architect of Utah and the Intermountain West. Lewis C. Karrick, who had 
the building constructed, contri Mted to the growth of Utah through his 
mining, banking and real estate activities and membership on the First 
Council of Salt Lake City.

Lewis Cass Karrick was born in Iowa in the year 18^8, the son of George 
Orel Karrick and Galena Ann Madeira. He came to Utah in 1872 as super 
intendent of the Omaha Mining Company at Stockton, Utah. After several 
years he sold the greater share of his mining interest and engaged in the 
banking and brokerage business in Jake Greenwald 1 s store in Stockton. 
Karrick came to Salt Lake City in 1877} staying only a short time before 
going to Idaho where he made "considerable" money in mining ventures.

After returning to Salt Lake he built the Galena Building, bought the 
Troy Laundry, established the Men 1 s Furnishing Store and the National Bank 
of the Republic. He organized at his own expense the "Karrick Guards," 

local militia. Property which Karrick acquired for speculation gave 
a. large income within a few years. At the time the Karrick Block was

in 1887 he had amassed a fortune estimated at $500,000 and' was at 
!;he zenith of his career.

Lev/is Karrick was well known as a politician, having served as a Salt 
k.e- City Councilman and having been a candidate for mayor on the Liberal., 
.jket. In his later life, however, Karrick 1 s investments clid not prove 
,.rad and his fortune dwindled. He made several attempts to regain his 
f'lthj including a trip to Alaska, during the Klondike gold rush. Suffer- 
frora severe illnesses and unable to recoup his losses, Karrick separated 
.  "if -Prom his family and finally died from a gunshot discharged by his 
-arid in 1005.
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4. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

casing and trim, were all used, yet without confusing the design. The 
vertical thrust of facade was counterbalanced by the strong horizontal 
lines of the cornices and belt courses. Much variation of planes was 
apparent as the center voids created deep shadows while corbeled stone, 
brick and tin decoration cast its delicately formed shadows.

Having spoken in past tense concerning the original appearance, the 
present appearance will now be considered. The bottom floor has been 
radically altered. The side entry has been blocked up, the banded pilaster 
has been covered with smooth faced stone and the only entry bay is now 
slightly south of the center of the faca.de. The present entrance is 
splayed, is deeply recessed and has an old door and transom but is not 
original. As in the original scheme, large panes of plate glass are used 
but the original design has been completely modified.

The second and third levels are relatively intact. Shutters have been 
added to the windows and the cantilevered porches have been removed (but 
the original iron railing has been retained). The cornice is still intact 
except for the tv/o large pinnacles and flagpole which have been removed. 
The major change which was modified the building 1 s appearance is the light 
colored paint which covers the surface of almost the entire building, 
diminishing the effect of the original texture, color and detailing.

The interior of the main floor was slightly remodeled in 1905 when 
Leyson-Pearsall leased the building. Their original jewelry cases, all of 
the wooden moulding, the ornate pressed tin ceiling, large beveled mirrors, 
all remain. The upper floors are relatively unchanged^ have suffered from 
only minor remodeling over the years.

5. HISTORY (continued):
The Karrick Block was built as an investment property to receive rental 

income. Roberts and Nelden Drugs, a large wholesale and retail druggist 
company, was the major occupant of the building until 1905* Established in 
1383* "Roberts and Nelden operated an extensive chemical and drug wholesale 
business throughout Utah, Idaho, Montana., Wyoming, eastern Nevada and 
western Colorado. After Mr. Karrick 1 s death in 1§05 the building was 
leased to its present occupants, Leyson-Pearsall Jewelry, a retail jewelry 
company established in the late 19th Century by J. H. Leyson, Alfred W. 
McCune, and C. R. Pearsall. Whenfirst occupied, the rear of the building 
contained, a room where jewelry was ma.de, A gambling hall was located on 
the second floor. There were also eight apartments maintained by prosti-
 elites, several of whose names remain on. the doors. Doctors and other 
professionals also had offices on the upper floors of the building.

Architect Richard K. A. Kletting designed the three-story brick and stot 
structure which was built a.ta. cost of $18,-00. Kletting had come to Utah 
:'iii 188^j- after beginning a. successful architectural career in Germany and
  'ranee. Soon after arriving, Kletting established himself as the premier
  ;;-chitect of the Interrnountain West. His .notable works include the Utah 
tate Capitol, original Salt Palace, Saltair Resort Pavilion, Cullen Hotel 

. Toritorisl Insane Asylum, Deseret News Building, Mclntyre Building, and
 )-feral hundred other major structures. Trained as a Classicist in the 

'.. -iUx-Arts fashion, Kletting was nevertheless quick to assimilate America 1 
1 "icus design movements as they developed. He capably mastered and helpe 

advance Richardsonian Romanesque, Beaux-Arts Classicism, the Second
- :issanco Revival, the Commercial Style, and Sullivanesque^architecture.

    ' ; ;in~ was a master stone mason, an extremely skillful engineer, a 
, Vtive designer and an avid environmentalist. He pioneered trie use of 

•  reinforced concrete -construction in Utah and must be considered
-'-'- '   -P-*i v> r- }- ri (-\  -} P r>"n .^TChit OC t .
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5. HISTORY (continued):

The Karrick Block was one of Kletting 1 s earliest commercial works in 
Utah. Working ivithin the restraints of a narrow, J>0 foot front, Kletting 
was able to a.chieve conslderabl-e architectural Interest through varying 
planes, materials, and detailing within a formal, well-balanced composition. 
At this early period of Kletting 1 s early career, the architect may have 
been striving for local acceptance by displaying his highly refined and 
distinctive skills. In 139*f Mr. Lollin was adequately impressed with 
Kletting to have him design the Lollin Block which a.djoins the Karrick 
Block at the south.
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Street Address: 2 ^8 South Main Street _________________ Site No: _____ ̂

Architect/Builder: Richard K. A. Kletting 
—————————————————————————————————————— : —————————————————————— , V
Building Materials: Brick and Stone
— , , — „ ———————— . —————————————————————————— - — „ ~ • • • « . i , — - , ^^

Building Type/Style: \ 

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Lollin Block is constructed of stone foundation and "brick super 
structure which is covered v/ith gray plaster, scored to give the appearance 
of smooth, cut stone. The building contains three floors with a one-story 
addition at the back. The front facade is four bays wide and has a flat 
parapet wall. The roof is flat. The ground floor has been remodeled and 
consists of two doors and an irregular arrangement of metal- framed glass 
bays. The original first story cornice has been concealed by a flat sign 
panel. The second and third stories retain their original facade 
appearances. The facade at the second floor has four equally-sized square 
bays with one-over-one double-hung sash windows. Window trim features a 
surrounding of egg and dart bound v/ith classical cartouches at the two 
upper corners of the bay opening. Above the square windows is the bas- 
relief inscription, "189^"   The third floor level is articulated by a. 
dentiled belt course, above which are four Roman- arched window bays. The 
mullions separating the bays have engaged round pilasters and Ionic Columns 
which give the appearance of supporting the moulded arches. The cornice is 
bracketed, dentiled and moulded and contains cartouches and the name, "LOLLDH 
The parapet wall has recessed panels and a. slightly overhanging ledge. The 
front facade is perfectly symmetrical.

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 189Aj.

John Lollin, for whom the Lollin Block was constructed in 189/*, is an 
interesting figure in Utah ! s history. Converted along with his parents to 
the Mormon Church in his native Denmark, hemade the difficult crossing (a. 
crossing that had left his mother and two younger brothers dead) to Utah in 
1857* Instead of joining his father and sisters in a settlement on the 
southern Utah frontier he chose to stay in Salt Lake City where he became 
a successful businessman. The Lollin Block, the middle of three connected 
turn~of-the-century business blocks in downtown Salt Lake City, is a worthy 
reminder of a man who spent nearly six decades in business on Salt Lake 
City f s Main Street. Architecturally the block documents the Neo-Classical 
Revival styling of prominent Utah architect Richard K. A. Kletting.

The Lollin Block was constructed in I89*t for John Lollin. The building, 
designed by Richard K. A. Kletting and costing $13,000.00, was a 15-room 
business block. The main and second floors were rented for various 
business purposes while the third floor was occupied by the Lollin family 
as their private residence,

John Lollin was born on January 3, I8if0, in Blanch, Denmark. In 1857 
l,o and his two sisters left Denmark for Utahto rejoin their parents and 
':v/o younger brothers who had left the previous year. Once Lollin reached 
' -fiaha he learned that his mother a.nd one brother had died at St. Louis and 
he other brother while crossing the plains. Although saddened by this 
ov/3, Lollin and his two sisters continued on to Utah arriving in Salt Lake 
.ty September 9, 18^7. While his two sisters and father moved to southern 
:.;Cai 3 John Lollin remained in Salt Lake City where he was employed in the 
 It Lake house by James Tov/nsend. Later he was hired as a clerk by 
:-9rnonz Little. He became partners in a hotel business v/ith Frank Devey, 

operated the Arcade restaurant in partnership v/ith James^lade. Finally 
chased the property at 129 Main Street and operated the Lollin Saloon.r
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4. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

Only the first floor of the Lollin Block is presently being used. The 
upper floors will require rewiring and extensive repairs before reuse. 
The current owners have no restoration plans a.t present,

5. HISTORY (continued):
The Saloon and investments in mining proved successful, and in 1894- the 
Lollin Block was constructed on property purchased from William Jennings 
in 1871.

The street floor of the Lollin Block was leased to the Davis Shoe Company 
from 1901 until 1913; the Hudson Bay Fur Company from 1915 to 1965; Music 
City and the G.E.M. Music Store from 1%5 to the present. From 1924 to 
1929 Mrs. Ella. Stickney Becker ran a. millinery shop on the main floor 
along with the Hudson Bay Fur Company. The space was also shared with 
Shihadeh Gabriel who sold art goods from 1925 to 1927.

The second floor was used primarily as business offices with several 
dentists renting space beginning with Dr. James B. Keysor shortly after the 
building was completed until 193; Dr, Mark D. Bringhurst 1931 "to 1951; 
Dr. Edward W. Ward 1938 to 1943 and Dr. Calvin E. Clawson from 1955 to 1957*

The third floor was the residence of John Lollin until his death on 
April 4* 1915. His wife, Diantha. Mayers Lollin, occupied the residence 
until her death on May 8, 1934. Their son,Carl D., lived in the building 
until I960; Since I960 only the main floor of the building has been used.

The Lollin Block is situated between the Karrick Block (NR), built in 
1887., and the Keith O'Brien Building (NR), built in 1904.. Considered to- 
gether, the three buildings reflect architectural styling in Salt Lake 
City commercial building during three continuous decades. Both the Karrick 
Block and Lollin Block were designed by Richard K. A. Kletting considered 
Utah ! s most prominent architect from 1885 through 1915. Born and trained 
in Germany, Kletting migrated to Salt Lake City in 1883 a^d almost immedi 
ately rose to the top of his profession due to his excellent designing and 
engineering abilities. While the Karrick Block is essentially a. Victorian 
wor-k ? the Lollin Block demonstrates Kletting 1 s favored bend for classical 
revivalism. Architect of the Neo-Classical Revival Salt Palace and Utah 
State Capitol, Kletting also utilized traditional Roman arches, modified 
Ionic column-raullions, bracketed and dentiled cornice, egg and dart 
banded window trim and decorative cartouches in the Lollin Block. Although 
modified at the ground floor level, the upper facade of the Lollin Block 
is well preserved, including the original "1894" inscription.
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r :., L. Polk, and Company, Salt Lake City directory, 192V-19o8. 
V.utbon, Wain, ed, , ,Utaji.A._TA Q, en t.enni_ al Hi s t o ry , Volume III, Lewis Historical

'Publishing Company, Inc. , New York, 1949. 
.c c; r a Phi c_al ̂ Re c o r d o f Bo\ 1 1 L ake G i;by and ..Vic..igl^; > National Historic al

Date:



Street Address:_____2^-2 South Main Street_________________Site No:____* O/

Architect/Builder: Frederick A, Hale

Building Materials: brick

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

Built in 1902 and designed by Salt Lake City architect Frederick Albert 
Hale, the Keith O'Brien Building is a three-story brick and stone business 
block which was a department and dry goods business. Erected ata cost of 
S150 5 000.00, the Keith O'Brien Building is the newest of three adjoining 
commercial structures (including the Lollin Block and Karrick Block) on 
South Main, Salt Lake City's primary commercial street.

The Keith O'Brien Building has a brick superstructure v/ith a smooth cut 
stone front facade. The front facade maintains its original appearance on 
the second and third floors but has experienced major alterations along 
the main floor. The architectural significance of the building is mainly 
in the facade, the interior containing many original details and spacial 
arrangements but not being particularly distinguished. The exterior facade 
is symmetrical and ha.s three vertical divisions, the center section arti 
culated from the identical side sections by its lower height and absence 
of Roman arches along the cornice band.

The cut stone fa.ca.de has a. consistently smooth texture and has a poly 
chrome gray color scheme. The flatness of the facade is somewhat relieved 
by engaged pilasters, belt courses and, in the cornice band, Roman arches 
and classical cartouches which characterize much of Kale's other work. The 
cornice line is broken by small square finials and low-pitched pediments

'******••' ••MH* ma&*m*tmmiiiminfm»mt*trm*ammit*iti**i*mmtHmHtim*H*»*t*^

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1902

The Keith O'Brien Building is an important monument to a leading Utah 
developer, businessman, statesman, and philanthropist, David Keith. The 
building is also one of the most prominent commercial works of Frederick 
Albert Hale, an important Denver and Salt Lake City architect.

David Keith was born at Maboy, Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, May 27, 
18V?. As a boy he was employed in the mines at Nova Scotia and later spent 
a number of years at sea. In 1867 Keith went to Nevada where he identified 
with mining interests in the Comstock mines. At the decline of this promi 
nent camp he traveled to Park City, Utah, where, in 1883, he became foremar 
and then superintendent of the Ontario No 3 Mine. Here he formed an 
acquaintance with Thomas Kearns, one of Utah's leading mining figures. 
The two became loyal friends and business associates and together developec 
the lucrative Silver King Mine. The Silver King produced dividends of 
over 10 million dollars and made both raen wealthy. Much of their wealth 
v;as spent in Utah developing various business and philanthropic enterprises 
Xeith and Kearns owned the Salt Lake Tribune. Keith was also president or 
vLrector of numerous banks, railroads, clubs and fraternities. He was a 
 '/ir.ber of the legislature which adopted the Utah Constitution.

In 1902 Keith employed local architect, F. A. Hale, to design and build 
;e present Keith O'Brien Building. This large three-story brick structure 
seated on Main Street in the center of Salt Lake City's commercial distric 
IB built as a. business block to house the department store of the Keith ̂ 
Brien Company which sold shoes, carpet, millinery, and general dry goods. 
c holdings of that company were disposed, of to David F. Walker in the 
z.:.0s s but the original name of the company was retained and exists to the 
. c;ent ? though now in 3 different location. The building is now occupied 
numerous small business concerns and is partly vacant on the upper



?J\2 South Main Street Keith 0 ! Brien'Building

k. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

under which are ornamental inscriptions with the letter "K" for Keith. 
All window bays are square and contain a fixed transom and one-over-one 
double-hung wood sash windows.

The condition of the fabric of the Keith O'Brien Building is good, 
although stonework on the center section cornice and some window sills is 
deteriorating. Inside, original large retail sales rooms have been sub 
divided as numerous small businesses now utilize the structure. Offices 
on the second and third floor have been paneled in some cases but many 
have remained in original condition but now are vacant.

5. HISTORY (continued):
Frederick Albert Hale, architect of the Keith O'Brien Building, was born 

in New York in 1855 but was raised in Colorado where his father had a gold 
millo Hale obtained formal architectural schooling at Cornell University 
and returned to Denver where he began practicing in 1880. He designed 
numerous banks, churches, schools and residences in Colorado before coming 
to Salt Lake City in 1890 where he again maintained a private office. Amor 
his notable Utah works arethe David Keith House (NR), Ivers Residence, 
Salt Lake Public Library (SR), Alta Club (SR), Eagle's Club, and Continent? 
Bank* Hale worked mostly in the classical styles and seemed equally adept 
at Beaux-Arts Classicism, Neo-Classical Revival or Georgian Revival.

The Keith O'Brien Building is not really typical of Hale's work, most 
of which is very sculptural and richly decorated in classical motifs. The 
Keith O'Brien Building has a. rather flat facade, a regular window schedule 
and a small amount of"ornamental detailing. In contrast with the older 
adjoining Lollin and Karrick Buildings, Hale's facade seems somewhat 
austere and shallow. Hale appears to be experimenting with the new 
commercial style while at the same time retaining some of his favorite 
classical elements. The Keith O'Brien Building was considered very 
beautiful in its time. One reference called it "the most beautiful store 
in all the west.' 1 Whether or not we agree with that superlative, the 
building is important as a part of a grouping of historic commercial 
buildings as well as identifying the outstanding achievements of 
David Keith and F. A. Hale, two major contributors to Utah's heritage.

-M-"1A,--
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Street Address:____126-l^Q Pierpont Avenue_____________'____Site No:____£

4 Architect/Builder: Carl M. Newhausen \
_j _______——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————_.p
-2 Building Materials: Brick
,, — : •—• -—-
j Building Type/Style:
;> _ ___________ ________________________________________________________ ._________________________________________________

- Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)
The complex of buildings constructed by the Oregon Shortline Railroad 

Company at 122-1 if0 Pierpont Avenue has not experienced major changes in 
appearance since its initial construction in 1897-1898. Maintenance having 
been largely neglected, the complex has been left unchanged over the years. 
Interior remodeling of the offices at 126 Pierppnt constitutes the most 
significant change in appearance. '

The railroad buildings are all connected but| consist of three parts: 
1) at the extreme west the Salt Lake High SchoofL Building (13V-W> Pierpont), 
the tall, two-story building with decorative fa.pa.de and north-south orien 
tation; 2) the lower two story building (at 12£-126 Pierpont) with less 
decorative facade and east-west orientation; 3!) to the north of the 
aforementioned building, an identical building 'separated from the other 
structures by open light wells but connected byj brick-walled passageways.

The entire complex is built of brick and has' two stories, though height 
varies from 32 to 38 feet. Construction is of |a. simple wooden post and beam 
type, while the roofs are still trussed and gabpLed. The interior spaces are 
large and open with a minimum of partitioning, j There are two distinct 
facade designs on the exterior. \

The eastern section of the facade is the least decorative. The fenestra- 
tion pattern consists of three sets of three Roman-arched bays. The eleva- 

____tion is divided vertically into three parts by thin pilasters. A stone belt 
Pl Statement of Historical Significance: j Construction Date: 1897-1898
T: The complex of buildings found at 126-140 Piierpont Avenue was originally 
D constructed by the Oregon Shortline Railroad Copipany during 1897-1398, The 
? earliest section of building, situated to the eiast of the existing structure, 

contained offices and has been razed. The OSLRjR was organized in 1878 and 
gained control of Union Pacific Railroad interests in Utah in May 1897 as 
the later railroad was forced into receivership! in 1893* Anxious to quickly 
develop their enterprise, partners John E. Doolley, R. Mackintosh and R. C. 
Chambers commissioned local architect Carl M. Neuhausen, to draw up plans 
for a. large office building, for \vMch a building permit was taken out 
in June 1897. !

C. M. Neuhausen, born and trained in Germany, caine to Salt Lake City 
in 1892 at the age of thirty-four and worked for three years under Utah 1 s 
most prominent architect of that period, Richarid K. A. Kletting. Neuhausen 
established his own office in 1895. The officers for OSLRR v/ere his first 
major commission and. represent his first independent design accomplishments. 
His success with this project propelled him into a. long and prominent 
career, v/hich produced the Thomas Reams Mansion (1TR), J. D. Wood Mansion, 
Cathedral of the Madeleine (NR), St. Ann's Orphanage, F. D. Clift Building, 
Grpheum Theatre, and &. multitude of other impressive buildings.

Even before completion of the eastern section of the offices, Neuhausen 
v/ae retained to design a large addition to the jwest of the original building, 
Apparently an agreement was nia.de with the Salt jLake School Board v/hich 
permitted the use of this annex for a high school. In addition, another

constructed due west of the
annex and new high school building were sufficiently 
1893 to be opened for school
Salt Lake IIir;h School

annex to be used specifically

Utah's first high school



/.f6~l^-0 Pierpont Avenue Oregon Shortline Railroad1 Company Building/
Salt Lake High "School Armory Building/ 
Western Newspaper Union Building  

/i. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

course serves as the sill for the second -story windov/s which come in 
three sets of four each, also being Roman-arched but much smaller than the 
Y/indows below. The upper Y/indows have double-hung sashes and transoms. 
The parapet wall has no cornice decoration. The pilasters, belt courses 
snd corbeled brick arches are the only decorative elements of the building, 
which originally functioned as a warehouse.

The most interesting building architecturally is the one built to house 
thefirst Salt Lake High School. The facade is symmetrical and is slightly 
greater in width than in heighth. All window bays are square, tall and 
have double-hung sash windov/s. The upper windows come in sets of three, 
each of the three sets separated by large pilasters. The central window in 
each set has a classical pediment, either a. Greek pyramid or a. Roman arch, 
and a, decorative frieze beneath each sill. Foliated scrolls fill the inset 
panels within ea.ch fancy pediment.

The pilasters have stylized capitals and give the impression of support 
ing an entablature which isreally the parapet wall or false front concealing 
the gabled roof. A deep cornice v/ith brackets and dentils crosses the 
front of the building, turns the corner and dies. The copper parapet wall 
emphasizes the centrality of the composition through its higher and more 
decorative facade wall which is situated directly over the pilasters and 
main entry below. Themain entry is slightly recessed from the main plane 
of the facade. A set of double doors is surrounded by sidelights and two 
transoms overhead. This unlikely configuration is probabl5r not original. 
A Roman arched panel v/ith plaster foliated scrolls insets is situated at 
the top of the main entry bay giving depth and shadow to the design. A 
corbeled belt course serves as a. continuous lintel for the windov/s of the 
main level. The various design elements have modest Renaissance Revival 
overtones and reflect Neuhau8en f s recent contact v/ith styles in his native 
Germany,

5. HISTORY (continued):
and. came into existence in 1890 following the passage of Utah 1 s public 
school law. In its early days the school led a vagabon existence. First 
it was housed in the second floor ofthe Fremont School, then known as the 
Fourteenth Ward. School. A few years later it v/as transferred to the Clayto 
Block at 21Af.-2l8 South State. The next move was to the OSLRR annex and nev= 
high school building, the first structure specifically built to house a 
Utrh high school.

The high school rented its new facility from the railroad but soon founcEE 
that continued use of the building v/as contingent upon economic factors th;= 
influenced the OSLRR management. Despite its enthusiastic beginning, the 
OoLRR relinquished part of its interests to the Union Pacific Railroad in 
1393 3 and by 1399 the UPR held nearly all OSLRR stock. Shortly thereafter 
OSLRR again became a part of the UPR. Consequently, because of changes.in 
OY.TierGhip of the building, and because the school had no recreational area 
and v.'as made uncomfortable by the noisy boiler factory located next door, 
the school decided to seek other facilities. A fire in 1901 or 1902 force  
the school out immediately. The old University buildings located on 200 IV 
liar recently been vacated and provided a new home for the school.
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Salt Lake High School Armory Building/ 
Western Newspaper Union Building
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Beginning July 1, 1905, the complex of buildings on Pierpont Avenue wss 
leased by the National Guard foruse as an armory. The Salt Lake Companies 
of the National Guard found the large assembly rooms to their liking and 
leased the buildings until 192*u During the twenty-year period during 
v/hich the Pierpont Street Armory was occupied by the National Guard it 
played an important role in military affairs in Utah. The National Guard 
was mobilized on three occasions: to guard the Mexican border in!91§; as 
part of the general mobilization during World War I; and in 1922 during a 
strike of Utah coal miners. In about 19^0 the buildings were occupied by 
the Western Newspaper Union. Howard and Harold Gerber, brothers, presently 
own the buildings and run a. small printing shop there while leasing the 
larger portions to the Restaurant and Store Equipment Company for use as a 
warehouse and workshop. The Gerbers plan to restore the buildings and ha.ve 
been approached by a, professional theatrical group v/hich may want to 
establish their theatre there.

In summary, the significance of this site derives from its being the 
early home of the Oregon Short Line Railroad, the first "permanent11 home 
of Salt Lake City ? s first high school, the early home of the Salt Lake 
companies of the Utah National Guard, and the firstciajor architectural work 
of Carl M. Neuhausen, prominent Utah architect.
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street Address:____k\ Post Office Place_________________ Site No: 

Architect/Builder: George F, Costersian/J. IT. Boy/nan, contractor

.§ Building Materials: brick and stone

§ Building Type/Style: Hichardscnian Romanesoue
b .______________________.               

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features: 
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping jf applicable)

The IOOF Hall was built in 1891 of brick and stone and is three stories _ 
high. The rectangular plan features tall, large assembly rooms on each 
floor at the south end of the building, while the north 'or front .areas. .. 
contain stairways, offices, and other smaller rooms. The structure 
utilizes samples of post and beam construction with a single line of load- 
bearing cast-iron columns running the length of the structure atmidspan. 
The roof is basically flat, sloping slightly to the. south. At present', . . 
the hall is free-standing and is surrounded by parking lots. To the east.-. 
is the old Post Office and a.cross the street to thenorth is the New York . 
Hotel, recently restored. Of most architectural interest is the Richardson! 
Romanesque front facade of the IOOF Hall. The symmetrical facade is three 
bays wide, on each, level and. features square and Roman-arched bays. which- .
 consistently- alternate throughout .the e"ntire" 'composition.  ' ^he... bottom- l.eve.1 -
-has' a.' "large;.- 'arched en try,- -flanked' by square bpeh.^gs -3n^-:s^^Q:^j^Q^^> r̂s. 
On -the -second level -are large Roman- arched win do w bays- if lanking a, single -.-.   
square bay. The third level has a. central Roman-arched win do v; flanked, -by 
square bays,'"     . '.     '"". :  - '-.-.- . ".' -."'- :..,-.'.. 

"rc:'%e center section of bays is separated from the side bays by brick and 
stone pilasters. The same kind of pilasters are also situated at the 
corners of* the facade. This vertical emphasis' is balanced; by .horizontal '. .'. 
bands, of stone metal and orc-hough rusticated stone is used

Statement of Historical Significance: '"'/'. Construction Date: 1891-189J=

  -The Independent Order of Oddfellows is a secret benevolent and social' '". 
society that had. its origins in early 18th Century England. Similar to . and
 imitative of the rites and organization of freemasonry, Oddfellows organized 
in the United States in 1319 in Maryland under the authorization of the .'   
Manchester (England) Unity, IOOF. The Oddfellows experienced rapid' growth, 
both territorially and. in membership, which reflected the increasing . ._ 
popularity of fraternal organizations in 19th Century -.Americ an" society. . ' 
In" Utah the development of these societies coincided with the growth in 
the territory 1 s non-Mormon population. The quasi-religious nature of the . 
ritual and .philosophy of fraternal organizations generally- meant that Mormons 
and: Catholics were" excluded either through policy or- custom, or because : ^. 
personal commitment to - Mormonism or Catholicism .made membership- 'unattractive.

' The '.Knights .of Pythias 'were the first major fraternal- 'Organisation to be . - 
organized by the citizens of the territory in February- 186***' -The Independent 
Order .of Oddfellov/s followed on May ij., 186/f, with '"the most pr.estitious- group, 
the Masons ? not assembling for their initial meeting until November 11, 1865. 
(A Masonic Lodge comprising principally of military men at Camp- Floy d had.' 
been in operation from 1859 to 1861.)     - .

Between 1865 and 18?2 the IOOF and the Masons shared a meering 'hall on
 East Temple Street known 0.3 Oddfellov/s Hall. These small and dingy quarters, 
described as "anything but inviting" were obviously unsuitable as a. center 
for the growing social importance of the Oddfellows. Like most of the other 
fraternal organisations , the Oddfellows participated in lf fraternal insurance" 
orograrns that offered n ember;: and their families some security in a. society 
in which th'e financial and social consequences of illness or bereavement 
wore often disastrous. For the Protestants and Jews who comprised the bulk 
of ICO? membership, their participation in a benevolent and ̂ social group 
o~ tvir> nature was an important survival mechanism in the midst ̂ f the 
v-.: T.-,vHv "organized Mormon* culture which extended these same .benefits ana 
^- rciety v sScurity" only to the adherents of the Mormon religion.
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k. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

sparingly, the fa.cad.e has a textural quality, albeit the relief is shallow. 
The parapet wall features brick and stone in checkerboard patterns and, in 
the elevated central portion, "I.O.O.F." and "1891." At the cornice level 
is decorative metalwork in the form of columns and. pinnacles. Other 
decorative metal work exists along the first story cornice and composite 
capitals on the cast iron columns. At the base of the entry arch is stone 
work carved in foliated patterns. Theonly symbolic artwork representative 
of Oddfellow doctrine is an all-seeing eye carved, in stone over the main 
entry. Also interesting are the side facades which feature irregular 
arrangements of square and Roman-arched window bays.

5. HISTORY (continued):

Sociologists have noted the possibility of the need for ritual as 
explaining part of the enormous popularity of fraternal organizations. 
Most fraternalists appear to belong to the "non-ritualistic" denominations 
of Protestants, which makes their participation in a group devoted to sacred 
clothing, special grips in greeting, secret oaths, heirarchal organization, 
and elaborately choreographed ceremonies all the more thought-provoking. 
The expression of ritualism extended generally to the meeting places, and 
once a lodge had. acquired permanence and stability the members soon provided 
for an appropriately dignified, edifice to be constructed. By 1885 Utah. 
had eight IOOF "working" lodges, several auxiliary organizations, and. a 
Grand Lodge of Utah had been established with a prominent Jewish merchant, 
Frederick Auerbach, as the first Grand Master. V/ith their permanence 
established, the Utah Oddfellows in!891 brought into being the Oddfellows 
Building Association, capitalized at $/fO,000 and subscribed to through ^,000 
shares at $100 each. Architect George F/ Costersian was employed to design
and contractor J. H. Bowman to build the present structure at Post Office 

Place that would enable the Oddfellows to "fraternize the world, comfort 
end relieve the distressed, nurse and care for the sick, bury the dead and 
educate the orphan." The interior of the building boa.sted a magnificent 
library donated by Grand Master Frederick Auerbach, as well as providing 
for lavish ceremonial rooms that were the heart of the lodge 1 s fraternal 
meaning.

The decline in membership of fraternal organizations did not really becom 
noticeable until after World War II, although the social advantages of 
membership had. already begun to erode during the Depression period partiall 
o.o a result of the growth of the state responsibility for welfare and 
security that became significant following the creation of the various 
innovative New Deal programs. The ICOF Hall in GaltLake has mirrored the 
decline of its organisation's displacement as an important and worthv.hile 
social mechanism. However, the structure itself is a. largely unspoiled. 
er.onple of o fraternal meeting place, its decoration a celebration of the 
exuberant bourgeois taste of the 189^s, and. an entirely fascinating reminder 

importance of ritual and ceremonial in American society. 
IOOF Hall is valuable a.s an unaltered example of commercial Richard- 
Eonanesnue architecture. Excepting the addition of a small metal fir 

minor mullion chants in the upper v.'inlov.'G, the exterior of the 
)ver been altered. Even thebottom level of the facade is untouche 

includes original doors, hardware, glass, etc. Unfortunately,, the build 
not bean maintained, either, and the fabric, particularly the sandstone, 
Dadly deteriorated* Although not distinguished architecturally, the 
-rior- is also intact with respect to original floor plan and fabric.
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5* HISTORY (continued):
Rich in texture, color, variety of materials and generous fenestration, the 
front facade of the IOOF Hall is its most important feature.

The architect, George F. Costersian, appears to have immigrated to Salt 
Lake City during the building "boom (13o9~1893) s^^ remained only a few 
years, leaving the 100F Hall as his most noteworthy achievement. John H, 
Bov/Lisn, a prominent Utah ma.sonry contractor, executed the ambitious masonry 
design. Of the many Richardsonian Romanesque commercial buildings erected 
during the "Boom," few remain in Salt Lake City and most that exist have 
been modified. The recently abandoned hall has good restoration potential 
and has been purchased by private developers who intend to at least 
partially restore the structure.
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Street Address: 42 Post Office Place Site No-
—- ' • ____——————————:————__

Architect/Builder: Richard K.A. Klettinq

Building Materials: Brick

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features: 
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The architect of the New York Hotel was well-known Utah architect Richard K.A. 
Kletting. It is a three story rectangular brick structure designed for shops on 
the first floor and 62 hotel rooms on the upper two floors (suites with private 
baths and single rooms for which there was a bath on each floor). It was considered 
a completely.modern building, with steam heat and electric lights, Each floor was 
originally 8,140 square feet. The building is 49 feet from the base of the 
concrete foundation to the flat roof; the first floor is 14 feet high, the upper 
tv/o 10,5 feet high.

The very restrained facade is divided into three parts by the covered entrance 
canopy, supported by four cast iron columns on high sandstone bases, and the 
curvilinear gable above. The gable is divided by three large medallions; large 
block letters ("The New York") follow the curve of the gable. Below the name is a 
large rondelle and the date of construction in large numerals. The only ornament 
above the first floor is a single row of dentil moulding on either side of the 
gable below the plain roof cornice. The 2/1 sash windows are done with stone, 
flush lintels, and narrow, projecting sills. 

c?-. 0 ".-,   The condition of the building deteriorated over the years, both on the
"exterior and the interior. It was ordered closed in 1975 and did not re-open for 
a year. The building originally cost $50,000 to construct, and the new owners 
spent $50,000 in 1976 to remodel the building. It was then sandblasted and alt the

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1rmc
I yuo

The New York Hotel is significant as an important part of the non-Mormon 
development of the south end of Main Street in the early twentieth century. It is 
also significant for its architecture and as an example of successful adaptive use 
of an historic structure. The architect was Richard K.A. Kletting, one of Utah's 
most prominent in the two decades following statehood. In 1975 the city condemned 
the building because of extensive decay of the interior. It was then renovated, 
Including the reconstruction of the interior in a contemporary idiom by developer 
John Williams and Muir-Chong Architects.

The building was constructed in 1906 for Orange J. Salisbury and was one of a 
dozen or so commercial structures built by non-Mormon businessmen near the south 
end of Main Street in the first decade and a half of the twentieth century. 
Historically, Salt Lake City's central business district has tended to develop along 
a dualistic spatial patern that was a vivid reflection of the city's social, 
cultural, and economic dichotomy. In general, Mormon businesses have tended to be 
concentrated north of Second South St. and non-Mormon establishments south of 
Second South. The construction in the first years of the twentieth century of the 
Mew York Hotel, the buildings comprising the Exchange Place Historic District (NR). 
and several other buildings, stamped this division even more firmly on the face of 
the city and were deliberately built as a counterweight to Mormon concentration at 
the north end of the city.

The New York Hotel was also one of a dozen hotels, larqe and small, built
'ouqhout downtown Salt Lake City in the first decade of the twentieth century in 

response to the construction of both the Union Pacific Railroad Depot and the Denver 
and Rio fVrande Depot. -f "

The building's original owner was Oranqe J, Salisbury, a orominent tnininq and
•vlnessman of Salt Lake City. Born in Salt Lake on June 29, 1832, he graduated
••-i Cornell University in 1905 as a mining enaineer, obtained patents on filter 

r. •.'inu.ipment, and organized the Kelly Filter Press Co., later incorporated as



4. ARCHITECTURE (CONTINUED)

trim was painted brown. On the west side of the building a small asbestos and 
glass three-story addition was made to house an elevator. At the same time the 
interiors of the two upper levels were done by Muir-Chong Architects in a 
contemporary idiom. The owner also placed old European street lamps in front of 
the building.

5. HISTORY (CONTINUED)

the United Filter Corporation. Salisbury took part in the construction of 
concentrating mills on the Salmon River near Challis, Idaho and the Deer Trail mine 
near Marysvale, Utah. During World War I, he directed the planning and 
construction of a shell -loading plant and later directed operations of the plant. 
He was president of the Salisbury Investment Co. in Salt Lake City. He also 
designed and financed the construction of a number of commercial buildinqs in 
Salt Lake and in Idaho Falls, Idaho. He was a director of the Utah Light and 
Traction Co. and was affiliated with the Electric Bond and Share Co. A sports 
enthusiast*, he v/as a sponsor of the Salt lake Tennis Club. He moved to Southern 
California in 1921 and died in January, 1943 in Altadena, California.

When Salisbury decided to build a hotel in downtown Salt Lake Citv, it was to 
be a luxury hotel. The architect was Richard K.A. Klettinq, the architect of Utah's 
State Capitol Building and many of Utah's finest structures. The hotel had 
seventy five rooms. Only the suites had private baths, with both steam heat and 
electric lights. The hotel opened in November, 1906. Alexander J. Stratton, who 
had previously been the head clerk of the Cull en Hotel was the properietor. 
Hotel advertisements boasted of Mr. Stratton 's experience in catering to the public 
and assured all guests of excellent service. The hotel offered permanent quarters 
c-s wall as daily and v/eekly rooms. Over the years, the once elegant hotel began 
to show its age and by the 1960's had fallen into a state of disrepair. The ov/ners 
made minor renovations in 1968 and 1970, but this was not enough to stop the
 > inevitable. In February, 1975 the Salt Lake City Health Department ordered the 
building closed, citing health and safety reasons for their action. In 1976 Salt 
.. :!'e developer John Williams bought the hotel and undertook an extensive renovation
 fffcrt* It now houses a restaurant and law offices.
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Street Address:____20 East 100 South______________________Site No: 

Architect/Builder: Richard K. A. Kletting

Building Materials:______Brick and Sandstone________'_______________ 

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

"A journalist of 1880 predicted, 'The Utah Commercial and Saving Bank 
building will ha.ve the finest front of any building in Utah 1 Of all the 
business facades of downtown Salt Lake, this one has survived with the leas 
change." The Utah Commercial and Savings Bank is one of thebest and one 
of the few remaining examples of Richardsonian Romanesque architecture as 
applied to the commercial Brownstone architectural style. Constructed 
in 1890, the building is one of the earliest banking buildings presaged 
in the State. In addition it represents a successful design accomplishment 
and shrewd economy in putting three levels of business frontage on a site 
less than 37 feet wide.

The exterior of the bank building is weather worn but it is in good 
condition. It was sandblasted in about 1969 and was coated with a 
protective plastic spray.

On the interior some plaster has been removed from walls in the basement 
and on the second level to expose the original sandstone* The rear v/indows 
have been restored and some worn tile and wooden flooring has been replaced 
with parkay flooring. Though the interior walls on the main floor have not 
been altered significantly, the other levels have experienced extensive 
remodeling.

The exterior front wall and foundation arebuilt of red sandstone. The
^^ bft fin rTPArl in _ trar'l fif. nf* wnp; fnr> nr '

Statremetnt .0! Histcrrie .Significance: .1888-189CB
The importance of the Utah Commercial and Savings Bank building is 

related to both the architect, Richard K. A. Kletting, and the founder of 
the bank, Francis Armstrong, as \vell as to the architecture.

Born in Wurttensberg, Germany, in 1858, Richard K. A. Kletting became a. 
dominant figure in Utah architecture after his arrival in the State in 
1883. His important design commissions include the Utah State Capitol 
building, original Saltair Pavilion, Utah State Hospital at Prove, Mclntyre 
Building, Felt Building, old University of Utah (now West High School), 
Deseret News Building, Bell Telephone Building, Jefferson and Whittier 
schools, old Salt Palace, Enos Wall mansion and several other commercial 
and residential buildings. He was considered by his peers andf the critics 
who followed an architect of unusual ability. This opinion is attested to 
by the fact tha.t most of his projects are still in existence*

Francis Armstrong was an energetic entrepreneur who v/as born in England 
in 1839, came to the United States in 1858 and settled in Utah in 1861. 
After working for a short time in a flour mill he formed a lumber and   
general contracting business known as Taylor, Romney and Armstrong Company. 
Armstrong .served in county government from 1881 until 1886 when he v/as 
elected Mayor of Salt Lake City. As oneof the originators and president 
of the Utah Power Company, Armstrong purchased a street railway system 
from the L.D.S. Church and had it converted to electrical power. Thus 
Salt Lake City became the first city west of Chicago to have electrically 
operated street cars,

Francis .Armstrong was one of the organizers and the first president of tin 
Utah Commercial and Savings Bank. He was responsible for commissioning 
.Richard K. A. Kletting to design the bank building constructed between 
1688 and 1890 .

!!• Ill IIII II III



.X) East 100 South Utah Commercial and Savings Bank

l+. ARCHITECTURE (continued):
rusticated stone is complimented by smooth, scored and carved stone. The 
front elevation is symmetrical and the window types differ v/ith each floor 
level: (a.) Ground floor over the entrance is a half-round transom window 
set within a carved stone Roman arch. Flanking the entrance are large, 
square fixed storefront windows with smaller, square transoms a.bove; (b) 
Second floor the middle window bay is flat or segmentally arched and 
enclosed a. double-hung window with fixed sidelights and transoms to the 
sides and above. Flanking this center bay, one of each side, are two pairs 
of tall Roman bays enclosing double-hung windows with half-round transoms; 
(c) Upper floor the center bay and its flanking bays are square and enclose 
sets of double-hung windows v/ith decorative obscure glass transoms above. 
The center bay has a set of two windows while the side bays have three 
windows each.

Both the plan and the sahpe of the front elevation are rectangular. A 
flight of nine risers bridges an areaway and goes up to the front entrance- 
way. The entry doors are deeply recessed within an open vestibule. 
Recesses at the basement level shelter the entrances to the shops below. 
The roof is flat but slopes slightly to the rear of the building.

The center portion of the front wall extends slightly outward, from the 
main face of the structure. This extension together with the recession of 
windows and cast shadows from the carved dentils and rock-faced masonry 
provide a sense of texture and weighty massiveness. Accentuating details 
include the steep triangular center facade, the columned mullions between 
windows on the second level, the engaged colonnettes which terminate at 
a horizontal parapet and decorative stone foliated wall scrolls. The 
overall effect of the design of the building is one of order and strength.
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Street Address:' 158 East 200 South Site No:

Architect/Builder: Carroll and Kern (William Carroll and Didicus Kern)

Building Materials: Brick and Stone

BuildingType/StyleRichardsonian Romanesque

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The earliest description of the Fritsch Block (from January 1, 1891, 
SALT LAKE TRIBUNE) reads: "J. A. Fritsch Block, corner 2nd South and 
Franklin Avenue, 3 story brick and stone, store and offices, estimated 
cost: 110,000." The present building fits the historic description and 
has been modified only slightly since initial construction. The block is 
Richardsonian Romanesque in style and is intact inside and out with the 
exception of new windows and aluminum framed doors and interior alteration 
on the first floor level. The basement, second and third floor are un 
altered, even on the interior.

There are three main floors and a full basement. The structural system 
is center post and beam in the basement and first floor, and bearing walls 
around a central hall on the second and third floors. The main floor is 
essentially free of partitions except at the rear of the store where mer 
chandise is stored. The upper floors contain small offices on either side 
of the hall and stairway which run north to south through the building.

The storefront is symmetrical and features an arched entry way to the 
central stairway and otherwise square, glass- filled bays on the first floor 
level. The windows are divided by structural mullions which support the 
masonry wall above. The second floor windows are Roman arched while third 
floor bays are square and are aligned directly above the windows below. The

Construction Date: 1890Statement of Historical Significance:
The three-story, stone and brick J. A. Fritsch Block was built in 1890 

as an office building for the Fritsch Investment Company, an early invest 
ment business founded by Francis and John A. Fritsch, Utah immigrants of 
1889* The block is architecturally significant as a well-preserved repre 
sentative of the regional type of Richardsonian Romanesque commercial 
architecture prevalent in Utah Territory in the late 19th Century. The 
architectural firm, Carroll andKern, was Utah's most prolific at the 
beginning of the "Utah Building Boom" in 1889. The Fritsch Block, although 
modest in comparison with Carroll and Kern 1 s larger projects, is the major 
surviving work of this prominent firm which played an important role in the 
development of architecture in Utah.

mem; Company of which 
incorporated the Frit

In 1912 thefamilya product.
Investment Company, and in 1916 this

known as the V/orth Hotel 
.oo.r was leased, in 1903 t 
- rerooms, and later apparentl 
< ; ,; In the late 1920s the Fritcch Loon and 
"3lems which resulted in coveral mortgages

sale to Salt Lake Co

rooms" at theaddress. Later it 
^and later as the Granite Hotel. The bottom 
the Hegal Cleaning and Dyeing Company for

part of the cleaning company moved there 
Trust had some financial 
on the building and eventually



15~ 3asb 200 South J. A. Frtisch Block/Guthrie Gyclery '

4. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

front facade is roughly square in shape but has v;ell balanced vertical and 
horizontal emphasis. Vertical thrust "is provided by the central panel which 
extends, out slightly from the main field of the front wall and contains the 
arched entry, tv:o pairs of windows and a pyramidal pediment. The pilasters 
at each end of the facade extend the full height of the front and also 
provide a sense of verticality. Horizontal balance comes from the heavy 
first floor cornice, second floor belt course and heavy s corbeled, upper 
cornice, pediment and false parapet wall.

Detailing follows the line of Richardsonian Romanesque architecture as 
regionally adapted in Utah. Carved stone decoration is plentiful as 
evidenced in the capitals under the entry arch, the capitals in the pilasters 
at the second floor level, the terminals of the corbeled arches over the 
Roman windows, etc. The carved foliated patterns are typically Richardsonian 
Rusticated stone enters the design in the side pilasters and the arched 
entry bay panel. Corbeled brickwork in theforirf of dentils, bands and 
horizontal belt courses add relief as do the corbeled stone sills and 
molded tin entablature which forms the cornice atop the first level of the 
facade. The tin cornice across the top of the Fritsch Block is also molded 
and bracketed and gives a deep shadow line. Recessed pockets in the 
parapet wall and pediment and molded wooden mullions on the bottom levels 
complete the decoration ofthe facade. Interior features include original 
floors, walls, ceilings, trim, doors, stairway with railings and newell 
posts, and. skylights. The upper floors, though poorly maintained, are 
almost totally unaltered. The front facade has unfortunately been painted 
pink* The owner of the old Fritsch Block is working with restorationists 
to correct this error.

5* HISTORY (continued)":
About 1931-1932 Lorus Manwaring, Sr., bought what v/as then the Granite 

Building for his business, Guthrie Bicycle Company, which had been formerly 
located at 228 East 200 South. Mr. Manwaring leased the upper floor as 
hotel space for a few years and maintained his bicycle business downstairs. 
From about 1935 to 19^-5 ^p » Manwaring lived, in the upstairs which he 
remodeled into an apartmentfor his family and at that time did extensive 
rewiring to the building. Lorus Manwaring left the business in 1966, the 
same year he died. His son Lorus Manwaring, Jr., assumed control and in 
1970 he also retired, leaving it to his son-in-law, Harold Wc Goddard, v/ho 
has continued the bicycle business downstairs but has again begun leasing 
studio and office spa.ce on the second floor.

The architectural firm, Carroll and Kern, .which v/as responsible for the 
Frtisch Block, v/as active in Salt Lake For only two years, from 1888 to 
1390* During this short period however, Carooll and Kern designed more 
buildings than any otherfirm in the territory. Building records for 1890 
indicate that Carroll and Kern designed if5 major projects (over $5,000) 
in that year compared to 25 buildings for Richard K c A c Kletting, ten for 
",-3.11 as and Hedges, 11 for V/alter E. '.'/ore, etc*

V/illien Carroll and his father Henry G. Carroll were in partnership in 
,ho building business in Provo, Utah, in the I3?0s and 1880s, with V/iiliam 
-'jcponsible for the architectural work. V/illian came to Salt Lake City 
r, late 153?, having been preceded by his father and. another brother in 
:,35. It is Torobs.ble that he first established a small residential practice 
-ich expanded to a full-service office in 1388, as he is listed in the 1839 
:.;iness" directory as on architect. '.'/illiam 1 s move to Salt Lake^City was ^ 
:.".'. timed .and corresponded perfectly with thebeginning of the city's greet



158 East 200 South J. A. Fritsch Block/Guthrie Cyclery

HISTORY (continued.):
building boom (1889-1392). Father Henry anticipated, that building growth 
in Prove' would, never equal the growth and opportunity in the state 1 s larger 
capital city and thus made his move earlier than V/illiam. William may have 
learned of the great need for architects in Salt Lake City from Richard K. £ 
Kletting orhis supervising architect, Richard C. Watkins, who were both 
v;orking on theTerritorial Insane Asylum and numerous houses and schools , 
in Provo at the time William lived there.

William Carroll was a gifted architect and quickly became the most 
prolific architect in Salt Lake City. By 1890 he had entered into a 
partnership with Martin Didicus Kern, a prominent architect who practiced 
widely in the territory from the 1880s until 1890. After dissolving the 
partnership with Carroll in March of 1892 Kern apparently moved from office 
to office and spent large sums of money on lavish, full-page advertisements, 
and then disappeared from the architectural scene in 1898* Carroll, however 
continued in independent practice until 1908, his active architectural 
career having spanned twenty-five years. Some of his important \vorks 
include the Walker Brothers & Flyer Store, S. S. Walker Opera House Block, 
M. H. Walker Terrace, Gladstone Building, J. A. Fritsch Block, Fritsch 
Hotel, Bertolini Block, Mrs. William Jennings residence, J. H. Bennett 
stores and hotel, and Stringfellow Brothers Block, ;

riiirif
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Street Address: ','6 .Vest 200 South Site No:

Architect/Builder: Albert G. Lansburgh

Building Materials: Brick

Building Type/Style: Italian Rennaissance

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

Newspaper accounts of the opening, August 1, 1913, give an idea of the 
original appearance of the theatre. Some of the features mentioned include 
the lobby which was "paved v/ith marble flags, domed by a striking groined 
celling in Caen stone and flanked by supporting pillars." The staircases 
to the balconies were marble. The original color scheme v/as French gray 
and gold, "the gold being subdued v/ith French lacauers in blue and mulberry 
\vhich go well v;ith the gold orsini velvet draperies, in turn relieved by 
mulberry and rose colored silk underdrapes." The theatre balcony and 
proscenium arch were heavily molded with classical motifs. Descriptions 
of ̂ the building's original appearance are extremely detailed and lengthy, 
but in short the entire theatre was extravagantly finished, both inside 
and. out.

The building now known as the Capitol Theatre is a brick structure, three 
stories in height v/ith a. highly decorative facade consisting of tapestry 
crick and polychrome terra cotta. The symmetrical front facade is"" five bavs 
wide v/ith large Roman arches over each bay on the street level and sets of" 

; Palla.dian windows situated directly above each lower 'bay. Until recently 
the arches were concealed by metal siding which covered the entire clerestory

of , the street level facade. Other modifications of the facade 
lude the rearrangement of spaces and masses between the columns at the

portion
in

Tl 
Salt

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1912-1913.
 ne Orpheum Theatre (now Capitol Theatre), the second threatre built in
Lake City for the Orpheum*Theatre chain, is significant for introducing^ 

innovative architectural features in theatre construction to the Intermountaii 
\7est* Built in 1912-1913, the Orpheum Theatre utilized the rnostmodern 
mechanical contrivances of its time bringing advancements in safety and 
comfort through carefully manipulating the interior environment of its 
public spaces. The building of the theatre also marked an important event 
in the importation of out-of-state architects and foreign design styles to 
 nrovido alternatives to the more conventional American and Utah vernacular 
styles -which cominated the majority of commercial and public architecture. 
The introduction of new building materials tapestry brick and terra cotta, 
and a highly decorative new style Italian Rennaissance, along with the 
"V/ater-curtain," "plenum system" air-conditioning and "totally fireproof" 
construction made the Crnheum Theatre a significant building in the develop 
ment of architecture in Utah. Of the several the at res_ "built nationally by 
San Francisco architect G. Albert Lansburgh, the Salt Lake Orpheum v/as 
considered one of the most successful.

v/ith such an outstanding facility, the Orpheum Theatre v/as capable of 
attracting the best-known performers of the day. The theatre v/as significant 
BZ a major center of vaudeville in Salt Lake City.

After having built a
Crv:lieum Realty 
Architect for t

Company to 
he theatre

L,L% years ox age 
- mix Arts in Par in

 " -, ^ ~o 1 ^

5lon of the Champs 
';ij ->y ing   ancient 
Sri Francisco,,

il;

on South Main Street in 1905, the L. L. 
a -oermit for a new theatre on May 27? 1912. 

. Albert Lansburgh ofSan Francisco. Thirty- 
ansburgh had graduated from the Ecole des 
rdecl Le Diplome d 1 Architect de Government 
the Society of French Artists at the Grand 
1906. After spending seven more years 

architecture in Furore, Lansburgh returned' to
 practice. Among the more import-
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AU ARCHITECTURE (continued):

street level. Undisturbed, however, is the ornate facade from thefirst 
rrtory cornice up. The Palladian windows display round columns with composit< 
capitals, and classically molded entablatures or lintels complete with 
cartouches, foliated bands,, cherubs and stereotyped, classicist heads, all 
done in terra, cotta. The frieze is also a repetitious band of cherubs and 
musical instruments. The bracketed, cornice is crowned, v/ith a band of 
 drama masks*

Much of the theatre 1 s interior is intact. The building is rectangular 
in shape and features the main lobby, ticket rooms, offices, a set of grand 
staircases, elevators, men's and women's parlors and restroorns, a large 
balcony, theatre, orchestra pit, stage control and mechanical rooms. Much 
of the original intsrior decor is intact although some changes were made 
as a. result of the remodeling in 1927. The restoration in progress intends 
to restore as many of the original features as possible.

5. HISTORY (continued):

ant buildings which he designed were the Orpheums in San Francisco and Los 
Angeles, the Manx Hotel, Newman and Levism Building, Concordia Club, Sacks 
Building, E. and M. A. Gunst Buildings, and Lamberman's Buildings. Lansbur^ 
"ias also involved with restoration architecture, having done the restoration 
of the Temple Emami el in San Francisco.

Lansburgh's training in classicism was brought to bear in the design of 
the Orpheum Theatre in. Salt Lake City. Designed in what described at the 
time as the "Italian Renaissance Style," the building displays a profusion 
of classical revival detailing. The exquisite terra cotta. figurines, mold 
ings and brackets \vere_unkno\vn in the city, with the exception of the Hotel 
Utah which was built at the same time and used, terra cotta decoration from 
the same California manufacturer.

The theatre housed from 1,800 to 2,000 and was built at a cost of 
$250,000. Capitalization for the project came from the Walker Estate in 
Salt Lake City as well as M. Meyerfeld of the Orpheum circuit.

Amenities inc3.uded were a. mezzanine floor lounge for female patrons, 
marble floors and staircases, removable seats in the front of the auditoriu 
..to allow for enlargement of theorchestra pit, 26 box seats, among them a 
central "royal" box. No posts hindered the view of spectators. Perhaps 
the most impressive features, however, were those intended to bring extra 
confort and safety.

The Orpheum Theatre was considered architecturally advanced during its 
time* Constructed, of concrete, steel and. brick, this fireproof constructic 
was aided by a "Water Curtain" which was a series of sprays in front of an 
asbestos curtain which automatically activated when the temperature reachec 
a designated height. According to one report, "Water spouts from the side; 
and descends from above, forming acornplete screen of. water through which 
fire or smoke could not penetrate."

A mechanical ventilation system known as the "Plenum system" was also 
provided. Precurssor to present forced air conditioning systems, it worke 
thusly: "Automatically the air is expelled through gratings beneath the 
seats at a rate of three feet per second. It rises to be drawn out throug 
the ventilators in the ceiling and. dome without any perceptible draught." 
It was claimed, that "on the hottest day in summer it is possible to keep 
the atmosphere at 60 degrees while, when the mercury is below zero in 
winter, patrons can be warm and snug . . . and breathe absolutely pure air-
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5. HISTORY (continued):

An added safety feature was the exit system with 30 exits from oil sides 
oT the building, "the doors of which are fitted with patent contrivances 
that cause them to fly open on the least pressure from the inside, A 
special structural system made the building f earthquake-proof.'" The 
boiler was placed in a separate building to eliminate the dangers of 
possible explosions.

The total absence of posts, concealed lights and mirrored reflectors, 
special accoustical treatments were among other new elements which attracted 
large crowds of theatre-goers. Catering to the va.udeville type of production 
weekly offerings of such artists as Will Rogers, Sophie Tucker, Trixie 
Friganza and Joe Frisco played to Salt Lake audiences. The theatre offered 
such fare under the Orpheum Chain until 1923 when the Ackerman-Harris 
vaudeville chain purchased the building. In 192? the Orpheum was purchased 
by the Louis Marcus chain, which also owned theatres in Provo, Ogden, and 
Boise as well as others in Salt Lake, for $300>000.

Major remodelling over a three-month period transformed the structure 
into a Louis XVI style theatre, a notable feature being a sunburst set in 
the center of the ceiling. Interior design was by R. E. Powers and Company, 
considered a prominent national designer of the era.

Called the "city's leading motion picture palace," by reviewers, the 
seating capacity was enlarged to 2,260 and included a new Wurlitzer organ, 
billed as second in the city only to the Tabernacle Organ, and featured 
Tabernacle Organist Alexander Schreiner as organist.

It apparently catered to a wide spectrum of society, with prices in 
1917 ranging from 10 to 75 cents, depending on seating and show time. The 
theatre changed with the times, being transformed from live theatre to 
"talking shows" in 19297

The Orpheum or Capitol Theatre as it was later called has continued to 
show motion pictures to the present time, although parts of the building 
have been turned over to small commercial businesses. In early 1976 the 
Salt Lake City Redevelopment Agency purchased the building and are currently 
having the building restored for use as a much needed performing arts 
center. The restoration is intended to return the Orpheum to much of its 
original appearance.
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Street Address: Hf3 1-~lA|-7 West 200 South . Site No: V—————————————————\'

I Architect/Builder: V/illiarn Carroll

Building Materials: Brick

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

This is a two-story brick store, rectangular in shape with stone trim, 
fancy corbeled brick and tin cornice in front facade parapet wall; symmetri 
cal front facade with fenestration and door bays separated by iron columns 
and wooden mullions on the first level, four Roman-arched window bays in 
the brick second level. Bertolini Block is essentially the same in appear 
ance as it was when constructed although now showing signs of considerable 
use and wear and 83 years. One story buildings are built along both the 
eastand west side of the Block. The rear fac.ade is unaltered and features 
an irregular arrangement of square window bays and segmentally arched door 
bays, as well as an exterior wooden stairway which leads to a. second floor 
entry. None of the masonry has ever been painted. Only wood, iron and tin 
areas are painted. The top of the front parapet wall is badly deteriorated 
and is in need of repair.

The building has three levels including basement and two floors above 
grade. It contains eleven rooms. The main floor has historically been 
used as a store and now houses a. tavern. The upper floor has historically 
served as a. boarding house and continues in this use to the present. The 
basement is used as a storage area.

Details- include: 
1. Iron columns. Two cast iron columns with Corinthian capitals, one

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1891-1892
Located in the west -side of Salt Lake City where the railroad a.nd mines 

brought a. great multi-ethnic population to thecity, the Bertolini Block is 
one of the few remaining sites to have been continuously associated with 
ethnic minorities in Utah. Since its construction in 1891-1892 by real 
es-cate developer Ignazio Bertolini, the building has been occupied by 
various^Italian, Greek, Russian, and Japanese businessmen. Bertolini Block 
is significant architecturally as a well-preserved example of small commer 
cial structures built in Utah cities during the building boom prior to the 
.fame of 1893* Its plan, detailing and overall appearance are represen- 
cat.iLve of architecture of the period, little of which remains intact in 
arc Lake City. Architect William Carroll was a locally prominent architect 
-on about IboO until 190?. His best known surviving work is the diminuative 
;rtolini Block.
Ignazio Bertolini, a prominent Italian-American real estate developer in 

;.- . Lake City in the early 1890s had the Bertolini Block built in 1892 at 
c-.ct of .155,000. Work on the two-story brick store began with the laying 
r,ne sewer in March 1891, although the building permit was not taken out 
;LI September, 1892, the year of the building's completion. Architect 
\.,ae store was V/illiam Carroll, who, v/ith his father Henry G. Carroll. 
'..ciced in Provo in the early 1880s before removing to Salt Lake City, 
o-ieven-room^ building was first occupied by Mr. Bertolini who had his 
estate office and residence there. /mother original occiro^.-at of the 
:loor (which \vas divided into three independent stores) was E. A. 
and Company Grocerys. Other occupants followed: Mr, Keriry Lage

 .nni),, a Resident until 1906; Andrew J. Edgar Groceries, 1899; Henry B. 
, cigars, tobacco and fruit, 190?; Enrico de Francesco, proprietor of

 rice Cafe, an Italian-American restaurant, 1915; Anthony Brajkovich
-..;k, Frisco, barbers, 1919; Nicholas Latsinos Cafe, 1926; John Mincalli
 ::ui,r ocaglione, ,/hile Star P<3ol Hall, 1927; Yoni Shiramizu, barber,



V/est 200 South Bertolini Block

k. ARCHITECTURE (continued):

column on each side of the central door "bay, support a metal beam which 
supports the brick wall of the second, level,

2. Stone trim: a. Rusticated stones, laid horizontally in the pilasters 
at the east and west ends of the front facade, alternate v/ith brick to 
form a banding effect, b. Carved stones with foliated patterns 
placed at the vexus of thefirst story cornice and pilasters, c. Gorbele 
stone arches, connected in a. single undulating line over the four window 
bays in the second level; fancy, carved terminals at ends of arched 
band and at swell of each arch. d. Parapet cap of stone is deteriorated 
to an extent of no longer being intact.

3* Brick trim: a. Two courses of radiating voussoirs over the Roman-
arched window bays. b. Corbeled dentils in the fancy cornice beneath 
the parapet*

if* Metal trim: a. Upper cornice   very fancy grouping of mouldings and
dentils in horizontal bands, corbeled with increases in height, b. Lowe 
cornice   simple moulding, a simple dentil band with a wide ribbed band 
beneath.

'.;<  Wood, trim: simple window and door trim, with modest period mullion 
mouldings on the main level.

6» Door bays: single doors in recessed bays with transoms above; original 
doors are gone.

7* YJindow bays: large glass panes at store level with smaller transoms 
above   most of the lower story glass is painted.. Second story windows 
are Roman- arched, one-over-one double hung sash type.

5* HISTORY (continued):
192?; Felix Oriando, Cozy Barber Shop, 1927; Lorenzo Silvio, organ grinder, 
1931; John J. Zikovich, new owner, 19^1; Tony Vlahiotis, barber, 19Vo; 
3ho-Fu-Do, wholesale conf ectionary, c. 19^-6; Ionian Restaurant, c. 19^6; 
Anchor Inn, bar, barber and grocers, 196*f, presently occupy the building. 

In short, Bertolini Block has always housed ethnic minority businesses
continues to represent the relatively small but 

ethnic presence in western Salt Lake City.
ignificant multi
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Street Address: 155-159 '.Vest 300 South _________________ Site No: 

Architect/ Builder: John A. Headlund

Building Materials: Brick and stone

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The J. G. McDonald Chocolate Company Building is a four-story brick and 
stone factory and office structure v/ith a. split-level entrance and raised 
basement. The building has a post and beam structural system with a single 
row of posts running the length of the building at midspan.

The symmetrical facade combines elements of the Commercial and 
Sullivanesque styles and is four bays wide. The bays are separated by 
brick piers which culminate in Roman arches atthe third floor level. Each 
level ox the facade has its own unique type of fenestration. On all but 
the third level, however, the bays are square. The first floor bays contair 
large fixed-sash storefront windows. The second floor has a rov/ of two- 
over-two double-hung sash windows with fixed sash transoms above. The 
windows on the third floor are contained by the arches and have a central 
one-dver-one sash window flanked on either side by two-over-two double- 
hung sash windows. In the arched area, of the bay are quadrapartite window 
lights held in place by heavy wooden mullions. The fourth floor, which 
was added about 1909, contains a row of eight small one-over-one double-hung 
sash -windows with sills which rest on the cornice line of the original 
facade.
The facade benefits from detailing which relieves what could otherwise 
have been an austere composition. Ornamental features include several

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1901

The J c G. McDonald Chocolate Company Building, built in 1901, is signifi 
cant for its pioneering role in the development of Utah 1 s candy manufactur 
ing industry,-and honors one of Salt Lake City's more prominent businessmen, 
0" arf.es G e McDonald.

The McDonald Candy Company business originated with John T. McDonald who
  -old. salt water taffy from saddlebags on horseback. He was oneof Utah's 
rlrst merchants and eventually operated a wholesale and retail grocery and 
confectionery business which was founded in 1863.

James G. McDonald, one of several sons, took over his father 1 s business 
v', the age of 18. By this time various types of candy were being produced 
;.G the. railroads had reached Utah and sugar became available, replacing the 
ioneer staple of sorghum molasses. Heretofore salt water taffy was the
 ,ily kind, of candy made under the McDonald label.

In 1912 the company began to specialize in boxed, chocolates and cocoa, 
id the company name was changed to the James G. McDonald Chocolate Company. 
; was the beginning of a. "new Utah industry" on a large scale production

'  ' --.." 1 «

James G. McDonald v/as a promoter of home manufacturing and developed a
-'.-colate drink intended to supplant the "injurious use of tea and coffee." 
\/as also recognized as the "first to place a five cent candy bar on the 
kcst" and his practice of using thereof of his factory as a. roof garden 
_;:-afactory forhis employees v/as adopted by other American-factories.   . 
I/no company became world-renowned and was the recipient of .over lorty-iou
:-. .medals and av/ards, including the highest international award possible* 
"Grand Prix for excellence and quality." McDonald was a member of tno

- . v of" honor at the v/orld's fairs for several years. : . , f 
McDonald, v/as born in Salt Lake City and was an; active member c^ 
Church ? having served in several leadership positions.
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/.f , ARCHITECTURE (continued):

dentil bands, the letter "M" in brick relief at the tops of the outer 
piers, classical wooden mouldings, and a modest amount of corbeled brick 
work. The above detailing has a. minor impact on the flat surfaces and clean 
lines of this early modern factory,

The side elevations have a tall coursed rubble rock foundation supporting 
the brick superstructure. The brick is laid in a common or American Bond 
pattern with five stretcher courses to every header course. V/indas are 
segmentally arched and contain two-over-two double-hung sashes. Some of 
the original bays have been filled in, enlarged, or have had the wooden 
sashes replaced with metal frames.

The original building v/as three stories tall, excluding the elevated 
basement. A fourth story v/as added about 1909 and featured a roof garden 
and a tower which served as a vestibule. The fenestrated tower located 
over the east wall of the original building is still extant. Additions 
were made to the rear of the original factory as the business rapidly 
expanded after 1901.

The first of the three major additions isfour stories tall, including 
the basement. The style, brickwork and window types of this addition are 
identical to that found in the original building.

The second addition is much the same as the first and was built in 1920 
using "fireplace construction." It has large square window bays and is 
void of detailing. The sills and lintels are concrete. Structurally there 
are two rows of concrete posts running through the building at one-third 
spans*

A one-story brick loading dock and boiler room have been added to the 
rear of the last addition and are immediately adjacent to the railroad 
spur which runs directly south of the building.

The original front facade remains largely intact, although some altera 
tions have been made. The original exterior stairs leading to the entrance 
have been moved inside and the basement window wells have beenfilled in. 
Tho original polychrome facade has been painted white. Theoriginal project 
ing cornice over the third floor was removed when the fourth floor was
 ? o. cl e c.i 0

5, HISTORY (continued):
During his lifetime he v/as senior director of the Utah State national 

Bank 9 director of Heber J. Grant and Company, president of the Utah State
 7air Association, vice-president of the Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce, 
president of the Traffic Service Bureau and organized the Salt Lake Real 
'c,t£;.tG Association. He was also one ofthe organizers of the Utah Association 

: :" Credit Men, the Utah Manufacturers Association, and director of the 
 i'.vation Army board. During the Roosevelt administration McDonald v/as 
:.3 government supervisor for confectioners under the N.R.A. (National 
.-  ;o\ery Act).
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L. Excellent G Site G Unaltered 
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C: Deteriorated G Major Alterations
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Street Address:______________________102 >J. 300 South ; Site No:
""" n "" ""• J----U-- •-•-. . T-.J-.-"—

Architecj/Builder: Charles B. Onderdonk 

Building Materials: "brick
————:———————————_,. _|——.,._,.———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————:—————,————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Building JType/Sty!e:prair ie Style—Classical Revival Influence

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Includd additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

Th<J5 Peery Hotel was built during a period of hotel expansion in Salt 
Lake (fity caused by a. rapid increase of immigrant population during the Utah 
mining boom. The discovery of numerous rich mining districts from the late 
1880s[through thebeginning of the 20th Century brought large numbers of 
Ameridan and ethnic groups to work in the Utah mines and related businesses. 
The Pfery Hotel, built to accommodate these newcomers, was constructed 
through the capital of the Peery family, a prominent Salt Lake-Ogden family. 
It wa.& constructed in 1910 just one year after the completion of thecity 1 s 
tow nicfjor railroad depots, and is located on the same street as the Denver 
Rio Gipande Depot, two blocks to the east.

Th4 hotel was built by two sons of David Harold Peery, a prominent Ogden 
merchant and banker. In 1862, David H. Peery of Virginia enlisted in the 
Confederate Army and in that same year was converted to the Mormon Church. 
The fallowing year his successful dry goods business and six adjacent 
storehouses were burned to the ground by the Union Army. Practically 
penniless, he decided to move to the Salt Lake Valley where he could find 
fellowship in the company of other Mormons. After a. few years in Mill Creek, 
an ar^a just south of Salt Lake City,Peery moved to Ogden where he success 
fully |developed interests in merchandising and banking. He was one of the 
organizers of the Ogden Daily Evening Herald and was appointed manager of

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1910
Thd Peery Hotel is a. three-story cream-colored brick structure in which . 

elements of the Prairie Style are combined with motifs of classical revival 
influence. The hotel was built in 1910 and was designed by Charles B. 
Onderdonk, a Salt Lake City architect. The flat-roofed structure has a. 
rectangular plan on thebasement and first floors and an "Mtf shaped plan
 w._-l_1^_L_.^ _ _ ._ _ _1 _ ^ ̂  -> -i _ T _  ~i r\*-\ i i -^ -i*..   _ .  

5 the 
£ rooi 
unprotect

steel :columns supporting the structure at the basement level. The load- 
bearing columns above are concealed within wooden-boxed classical columns 
and -nails. The front facade is symmetrical. The brickwork is laid in 
stretcher bond pattern and there are quoins at the corners of each wing. 
Two moderately projecting cornices of galvanized, tin feature paired brackets 
an egg~and~da.rt band and a moulded frieze. The first floor elevation is 
composed of fixed sash storefront windov/s with transom \vindov/s above. The 
upper level window bays are rectangular and contain two-over-two double- 
hung gashes with fixdd sashes above. The detailing of the front facade 
demon titrates some aspects of the Prairie Style. The stone belt course . 
running below the cornices intersect at the corners of the wings with 
r.-iotifc of I'/rightian influence. A pair of inlaid Latin crosses of green and 
ru.;ru. colored, tiles are located on either side of the central upper level
 ^-dowp,< A lobby occupies the first floor of the central wing/ The stair- 
co -;'^., ll -f^ the- focal point of the room and has a classically carved railing
 Hn '\ Isthe-turned baluctry. The posts, boxed in square wooden columns, have 
' !V'_'}.'-v.*ito ionic and egg-an d-d art motif is carried "through to the interior 

" . ; . uc-:oorstes tho ceiling cornices of the wood-paneled vestibule. The
;-;lri-il \vooci paneling is intact. Paneled wainscoting also lines, the walls



Peery Hotel

(CONTINUED):
the Ogderi Branch of the Zion 1 s Cooperative Mercantile Institution 

(Z.CMI) by Mormon Church President, Brigham Young.
During :his lifetime, Peery wa.s stone time the president of the First 

National Bank of Ogden, director of the Deseret National Bank, director 
of the Thatcher Brothers Bank of Logan, and served t\vo terms as the mayor 
of Ogden, | Peery left an estate valued, at nearly three quarters of a. 
million dollars at his death in 1901.

David Ijenry Peery, one of the two sons, was also an influential man in 
the business world. He began his training in his father's businesses and 
mater moved, to Salt Lake City where he opened a mining brokerage office. 
He became .involved in the Nevada mining boom early in its discovery and 
made a fortune from the sale of stock, thereby becoming a ca pitalist well- 
known in regional mining circles. He was elected to the State Senate in 
1898 and later went on to become a. Democratic National Committeenan. At 
his death j David Henry Peery was reported as being "one of the oldest 
members oh the local exchange" and "generous to a. fault, quick to sympathize 
and ready ! to help."

Joseph : S, Peery, David Henry 1 s brother, spent 32 years on Temple Square 
as both a : guide and lecturer. He founded the Ogden Public Library, and 
organized: the first "graded" school system in Utah during his term as Weber 
County Superintendent of Schools. Joseph spent several years as the Weber 
County Attorney and president of theD. H. Peery Estate in Ogden.

In 19 Vf Miles, a. veteran western hotelman, bought the Peery
Hotel, changing its name to the Miles Hotel. Miles had leased the Peery 
Hotel since 1925. From 1918 to 1950 he operated the Hotel Lillie, which 
was in thfe old Salt Lake Herald Building on South Main Street, and for a 
short timfe he also operated the Congress Hotel. He was also the owner 
of the Showboat Hotel in downtown Las Vegas.

5. HISTORY (continued):
of the lobby» The current use of the Peery Hotel, now the Miles Hotel, 
is the same as its original use. Shops and a corner restaurant occupy 
the street elevation. Theoriginal cream-colored brick has been painted

planned for the hotel, one of the 
buildings in Salt Lake City 1 s western

pink. A restoration project is 
largest and most vital of similar

being

district



i,_ ... Utah State Historical Society . .~
P-opertyType: . Site No. \\

Historic Preservation Research Office 

Structure/Site Information Form

1 Street Address: South Temple at if 00 West, Salt yTM: \7J V^z^w-^H
I Lake City f '
'I Name of Structure: Salt Lake Union Pacific Railroad T • R>
^ Station
± Present Owner: Union Pacific Railroad Company

Owner Address: W6 Dodge
Omaha, Nebraska

Year Built (Tax Record): Effective Age: Tax#: 
Legal Description Kind of Building:

Original Owner: Union Pacific Railroad Construction Date: 1908-09 Demolition Date:

Original Use: railroad station Preset User railroad station

• Building Condition: Integrity: Preliminary Evaluation: Final Register Status:

1pi~ Excellent . C Sfte Q Unaltered ^Significant D Not of the C National Landmark D District
15 Good 'C Ruins jSC Minor Alterations O Contributory Historic Period &' National Register D MuMi-Resourci

Q Deteriorated C Major Alterations D Not Contributory , C State Register D Tnematic

Photography: OateofSlides; SlideNo.: Date of Photographs: 11/79 Photo No.:

Views: D Front O Side G Rear Q Other_____________Vjews: 13 Front CB Side C Rear C Otner_______________

;la3f;arch Sources:
D Abslraci of Title 13 .Sanborn Maps ^ Newspapers . D U of U Library

•& Pi3tn*cords/Map B City Directories EC Utah State Historical Society DBYU Library
;".>• l"-4X Card & Photo Q Biographical Encyclopedias D Personal Interviews D USU Library
D -?-iMd'n9 Permit & Obiturary Index D LDS Church Archives D SLC Library
LI ;,'&v#erFecrnit D County & City Histories D LOS Genealogical Society D Other

\r>!iographical References (books, articles, records, interviews, old photographs and maps, etc.);

r-:«.lt Lake City Sanborn Insurance Maps, 1893, 1911, 1930, 1953, University
of Utah Library„ rri 

--r. t Lake County Records, County Recorder 1 G Office, Salt Lake City, tUah. 
'••:or^t .Jvgnin^ Me\7G, September 12, 19^3; J^ly 31 s 1909* 
""L* l^oTk' and Company, Salt Lake City directories.



Street Address: Site No:

Architect/Builder:

Building Materials: Concrete, Stone, and Brick

Building Type/Style:

DescripHorvof physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Salt Lake Union Pacific Station is a large detached building, " '•.
•ba.~lca.lly rectangular in shape v/ith wings on both sides of-the central 
waiting--room complex. The central area is 100 by 136 feet while the wings 
measure 71 by 126 feet each. The central complex is the tallest but 
contains only two stories, theadded height taken up by a dome ceiling over 
the waiting room. The wings contain three stories each and are arranged 
symmetrically with respect to the central complex. .There .is a basement 
under both wings but not under the central complex. Basernentwalls are*. •• 
constructed of reinforced concrete with some brick work. Exterior walls : 
on the first level.are made of cut gray sandstone which -has ,a smooth. . 
dressed finish and is laid in even courses. The sandstone is a veneer 
for the structural walls of reinfirced concrete. . Walls above/the, first ... . 

"level : are .Bade, o'f brick, .1-aid in, stretcher 'bond. _;•'• • : ;_ > - VJ-.^'V-'^.;.:. .-.''-- \ : ->-\
-: • The'"maMm6tn roof .is-mansard and' features' smallr'clrcular ;FreTicliv-Se"corid '"-"-" 
Em-Dire dormers which-'seem overwhelmed by the massive, "arc of the roof and :• 
the large windows on the lower level. Perhaps the : most distinctive- .-;-.
^rcjaltectural -feature, the roof is -covered-with black slate shingles and ;.
r;[st;t'ermina.ted by fancy metal .entablatures and crestwork, all in French.-. •• 
Renaissance style.. .The cornice, is heavily molded, boxed, bracketed, and has

•a molded .'frieze. •-..•••• • •' : '.' •'• • •. - "• '"-.•' -.'."' '•_ "-..'""' . '.

Statement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: 1908-19O
.The'completion of the Union Passenger Station which provided joint 

services for the San Pedro, Los Angeles, 
Oregon'Short Line was the culmination of 
important of which was the establishment

and Salt Lake Railroad and the . 
a. series of events, the most • 
of a.more direct rail route to ". .

Southern California. • In the early 1900s there existed a rivalry between 
Senator-'William A. Clark of Montana and the- E..H. '-Harriman railroad interests 
over a pro "Dosed rail link between Salt Lake City and'Los-Angeles,' California. 
A settlement was reached in June of 1903 and in .September of that year, 
rna'Ds were published indicating the proposed improvements for. the-Oregon . -. 
Short Line in Salt Lake City, including a new depot to.be shared with the
,3an Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad. 'The new direct route wa:, 
completed an3 opened for business in the spring of 190'5. By'^eliminating 
the~ne.ecl to .travel to Southern 'California via Sacramento (on Harriman-. ; 
controlled .systems), passengers and freight traveled more quickly .and •- '- 
inexpensively due to ' a savings of over ^-00 miles between the' two cities'. :

On September 12, 1903, an announcement was carried in the. Deseret Evening 
j'ov/Sj noting plans for a proposed depot on the present site. Two years later 
YHT"Gregon Short Line was given permission to go ahead with the proposed 
uo'oofc; however, • work -did not commence until February 1903. D. J. Patterson, 
•i-chitect for the Southern Pacific Company, prepared the plans for the 
.lilding. in cooperation with John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer for the 
urririian' System.
The (ie'oot \vas complete:! in July 1909 and has 
'Irosd transportation center since that .time. 

.. ;over ? -is Its place as one of the outstanding 
Utah.

serveo. as Sal" 
Its greatest 
architectural

. Lake City 1 s
significance,
structures



South Temple at if00 '.Vest >alt Lake Union Pacific Railroad Station

k. ARCHITECTURE (continued):
iinaov; 

mv.
bays in the station are of three types—square, segmented end 

;xoman. Tne flat bays contain several v/indov/ types, most of which feature 
decorative brick framing in the form of radiating voussoir headers or 
corbeled square brick "frames." In each bay are combination of double- 
hung sash v;indov/s and larger fixed sash center and transom windov/s. The 
segmented bays are on the ground level only and constitute the openings 
for several triple-door entries. The three Roman orhalf-round bays are 
found on the second level of the central complex of the station. These 
bays are recessed from the main plane of the building and have corbeled. 
arches. The windows themselves are either fixed or easement.

Other exterior decorative elements include the twin front tovmers, 
carved stone gargoyles, faint quoins at the building's corners, classical 
fascia, on the entry canopy, stained glass windows (on the west side) and 
original gas lamps.

The station's interior consists of a typical grouping of railroad- 
related rooms, including waiting rooms; baggage rooms; ticket office; 
employees and administrative offices; railway agent and express offices; 
telegraph, engineering and equipment offices; club rooms and many other 
specialized rooms and areas. Most impressive architecturally is the large 
\vaiting room with its round, vaulted ceiling and lighting fixtures recessed 
in the arches of the vault. French Renaissance decoration is again apparent 
in the classical wall pilasters, cartouche motifs at the capitals, round- 
arched hallways and balcony bays and overall classical treatment of moldings 
and other decorative elements. The French Renaissance design theme is 
carried consistently throughout the building. Because of its formalism, 
grand scale and thoughtful detailing, the station is an imposing landmark 
in Salt LakeCity.



Utah State Historical Society cu_
Site No. 5 » 

Historic Preservation Research Office

Structure/Site Information Form

i Street Address: '500 South and Rio Grande UTM-Ir/'-K'V
i Salt Lake City, Utah ' ' ~""
g Name of Structure: Denver and Rio Grande Railroad T • ^
< Station
I Present Owner: Kio Grande Railroad

I OwnerAddress: #1 ^rli Central,/!^' Arapahoe Street
Denver, Colorado

Year Built (Tax Record): Effective Age: Tax#: 
Legal Description Kind of Building:

Original Owner: Denver and Sio Gran die. . Construction Date: 1910 Demolition Date:
Railroad 

Original Use: railroad station Preset Use: transportation—railroad static

Building Condition: Integrity: Preliminary Evaluation: Final Register Status:

G Excellent 
K Good 
D Deteriorated

C Sits 
Ruins

a

G

Unaltered 
Minor Alterations 

Major Alterations
D 
D

Significant 

Contributory 
Not Contributory

D Not of the 
Historic Period 

\

L.

.E 
C

National Landmark 
National Register 
State Register

D 
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G

District 
Multi-Resourc^ 

Thematic

Photography: DateofStides: SlideNo.: Date of Photographs: // (J PhotoNo.:

_____ __ Views: D Front G Side E Rear D Otjier _________Views: & Front jgL Side C Rear C Other__________

Research Sources: -
D Abstract otTiUs P .Sanborn Maps ^Newspapers . D U of U Library

tS Plat Records/Map (S City Directories {SC Utah State Historical Society D BYU Library
Sh Tax Card & Photo D Biographical Encyclopedias D Personal Interviews O USU Library

D Building Permit ST Qbiturary Index D LDS Church Archives D SLC Library

G Sower Permit D County & City Histories D LDS Genealogical Society D Other

Bibliographical References (books, articles, records, interviews, old photographs and maps, etc.):

5o.lt Lake City Sanborn Insurance Map-, 1393, 1911, 1930, 1958, University
of Utah Library.

Sal tT^Ve Tribune, August IJf, 1910. 
TCTT'l^hli^^ 3heltcm Publishing. Company,

';«•]-H T.pirp City J908, 
ttobfirt "G^ Athoarn, ̂ ^c^oj^^^^t^^^^^

Hr-ndo V/ostern H^il£9£^i Yale University Press, :Iov: P-sven, Connccticuu,..



Street Address: 300 South anl Rio Grande 0 .. .. ————————»—,.,„„;.<..„..,„..,..„.„___,________...- - _.. _____._. _ Site No:

Architect/Builder: llcnrv S. Schlacho

Building Materials: Brick and stone

Building Type/Style: Renaissance Revival and Beaux-Arts styles

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features- 
(include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The original plans for the Station called, for a building that was ' • 
described (in 1908) as "French Rennaisance1 ' In style. The- actual building 
veriest considerably from original elevations and features elements of both 
Renaissance Revival and Beaux-Arts styles. The architect of the Station 

- v:as Henry S, Schlachs of Chicago. He had previously designed St. -Paulas 
Church in Chicago and the Rio Grande Station at Grand Junction, Colorado.

The follov/ing is a description of the station site and building from the 
3alt_.uL_ake- Tribune, August lif, 1910: . . ' " •*

lf The depot site Is a piece of property lIj-52 feet long and 330 feet : 
side only four blocks from the exact commercial center of the rapidly 
growing city of Salt Lake. The impressive station building is'41? feet 
long by 98 feet .vd.de. It centers on 300 South. Street ? one of,'the .main 
bu:sl"rie-s,5v thoroughfares "and has-\ an" immense .approach Q-rjibreground on. the, 

" "town'.side "and large," roomy, covered pi at forms ̂ paralleling .the"'; tfacks" : " •" 
on. the railroad 'side. " • • / "/-..'-'•.: •-' " . '/; .- "

'."The center portion of the building contains a. "waiting room -Ikk • 
?rc^#eet long by 83 feet v/ide, • v/ith -a clear height of 58. feet from floor 'to 

ceiling. This large room is lighted by three immense arched windows on 
each side -Cea.ch, 28 by 30 feet)through green opalescent, glass.. ,The'- 

"Interior -of the waiting, room is treated in-.an .adaptation' o-f •"•a- classic

Statement of Historical Significance: r~~'~ construction Date:

In addition to the architectural significance of the Denver and Hio ~ 
Grande Station, the building is important for several .other rea.sons. -Severa 
historical events, such as the arrival;and departure of soldiers..during . 
Y'orld'-War I and World Y/ar II, thearrival in Utah ofprominent -public "official 
as v/ell .as other famous people, are associated v.dth the station. . . •• -.-

Perhaps of more importance, the station is -a tangible monument" -of the 
conflict between George Goulcl, son of the famous financier Jay Gould,' and 
Zdv/arcl..H* Harriman. George Gould .constructed a transcontinental railroad 
to compete v/ith the Union Pacific line which was under the control of .Harri- 
raan. In order to establish a transcontinental- route' it v/as necessary-for 
Could.to finance the construction of a railroad from San Francisco to -Salt- 
Lake City. This railroad, financed by the Goulct Interests-,, avas ' the V/estern 
Pacific, The large debt incurred by Gould in financing, the railroad led 
2-->bert G. Athearn in his "book, Rebel_ _of. the Rockies^-. .-..A History; PI the Denve 
£n l--.j:ij:gLjJ:rJin.(^ e , ^est ern 3?ailro ad, to describe the Western" Pacific as "an 
' :T&3tross hung by Gould around the neck of the Denver and. Rio Grande rail-. 
road,, At Salt Lake City the Denver and Rio Grande railroad, constructed 
":'ror:i Denver to Salt Lake City in 1383, connected with the Western Pacific 
;o form 'the last link in Gould 1 s transcontinental .railroad systenu In order 
;.j provide facilities for the district offices of both the Denver and Rio 
.•"•"-ride railroad and /the Y/ectern Pacific, and to provide a modern, impressive 
•':ot:Lqn to lure travelers "rora the Union Pacific^, the Rio Grande station v/as 
.n-.v^ructed. It stands t:>:;ay -G s reminder of the financial struggles for 
•:? Yrol of the nation's transportation by the railroad, barons during the 

' -• J.Qth Century and early 20th Century. The station, v:hich has been a 
';-r Salt Lake City landmark cinco 1910, servos as o symbol of a by-gone 

\.hon railroad transp^-rtr-ticn v:-:?s the best form of overland travel



South and Rio Grande Denver and Rio Grande 'Railroad Station

In 
end

ARCHITECTURE (continued):
style of architecture similar to the exterior, the color scheme being 
brownish red and. gray for the walls with a deep brown for the ceiling 
All of this, combined with the green light through the windows, gives 
the room a dignified quietness.

"In the wings of the building at each end of the \vaiting room are 
provided, all the accessories necessary to every large railroad depot, 
one end ore the baggage, express ana parcel rooms, while in the other 
are provided everything necessary for the comfort of travelers, including 
men's smoking room, women's retiring room, restaurant, etc. In the cente 
of the large waiting room are the ticket offices, news stand, telegraph 
and telephone offices and other conveniences for the traveling public.

"In the second story of the main structure are the railroad companies' 
offices.

"The heating and lighting plants have been located in a separate 
building at the south end of the property, some 500 feet from the main 
building. The best of material of the various kinds has been employed
in the structure. For the exterior 
Colorado-Yule marble five feet high

there Is a. 
all around

marble base of white
the building. The balance

of the exterior is in terra, cotta and red New Jersey rain-v/ashed brick. 
The roofs are of red tile. The building is absolutely fireproof and is 
treated on the interior with, tile floors throughout and with marble 
wainscoting, all harmonizing with the general color effect of the differ 
ent rooms."
The above account quite accurately describes the condition of the builclir 

today. The building is in good structural condition and only minor 
modifications have been made since 1910, the year of the station's completic 
The cost of the building was $750,000.

As described, the building is long and narrow in plan and consists
j.rge center section flanked symmetrically by two smaller side wings,

of a 
The

major sections are rectangular in shape and are relieved only by the 
recessions of detailed areas such as the bays, pilasters and quoins. The 
hip roof is covered with tiles.

Major decorative elements include engaged pilasters of stone with 
abbreviated Roman entablatures as capitals; stone quoins; large, Roman- 
arched front window bays which are multi-paned, splayed and deeply recessed 
classical keystones (one with a stone eagle) and stone raedalians; stone 
ballustra.de across the level of the second floor; Roman entablature style 
frieze under deep eaves and boxed soffit; dentil bands above frieze; 
corbeled stone belt course deliniating the level of the second floor; squar- 
v/indow ana doors bays throughout (except three main windows) with decorativ 
stor.e lintels and frames, and deeply recessed; decorative metal gutters; 
original wall mounted lamp fixtures.

The interior is largely original, although the color scheme has been 
changed in secondary areas. Reddish-brown marble provides a wainscoting 
for the other Y/ice plastered, walls. Engaged pilasters appear to support 
the second, story walkway with a traditional entablature style band making 
an interior transition between floors* Detailing is classical and included

er- md dart motifs, Italianate cartouches and brackets
beamed ceilin; and an overall richness through o rn am en t a t io n.



-..___ --„, , Utah State Historical Society
Property Type: * * 1 ' Site No.

Historic Preservation Research Office
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Structure/Site Information Form

'Loo 
} Street Address: GO 126 S -±€-8 W • UTM:

p- Name of Structure: Hogar Hotel/Lewis S. Hills Residence"1"- 01 • ° s R. ° l • G F S. r i

± PresentOwner: SWE!ET*JONATHAN* R ANTHONY a SWEET CANDY CO 
v. FOB OX 2008 
o Owner Address: SIC* UT

84116
Year Built (Tax Record): 1900 Effective Age: 19 24 Tax#: 01 2440 
Legal Description 01 Kind of Building: RESIDENCE

COM 99 FT S FR ME COR LOT 7 BLK 67 PLAT A SLC SUR U 150 FT N 80*3 FT E 150 FT S 
30.3 FT TO BEG

Original Owner: Lev/is S* Hills Construction Date:ca. 1885 Demolition Date:

Original Use: residence Present Use:

Building Condition: Integrity: Preliminary Evaluation: Final Register Status:

r_J

m
D

Excellent 
Good 
Deteriorated

D 

D

Site 
Ruins

D

S 

D

Unaltered 

Minor Alterations 

Major Alterations

ST Significant 

'. Contributory 

D Not Contributory

L Not of the 

Historic Period

D National Landmark 

(^National Register 

. ' State Register

D 

D

District 

Multi-Resource 

Thematic

Photography: Dateof Slides: Slide No.: Date of Photographs: 10-1Q76 Pno -° Na: 

__________Views: G Front G Side D Rear D Other______^_____Views: ^ Front D Side D Rear C Other_________

Research Sources:
D Abstract of Title X Sanborn Maps S Newspapers D U of U Library

S: Plat Records/Map CS" City Directories U Utah State Historical Society Cl BYU Library

K Tax Card & Photo K Biographical Encyclopedias C Personal Interviews D USU Library

!.] Building Permit BT Obiturary Index C LDS Church Archives D SLC Library

G Sewer Permit n County & City Histories G LDS Genealogical Society D Other

References (books, articles, records, interviews, old photographs and maps, etc.):

Gait Lake County Records, County Recorders Office, Salt Lake City,Utah. 
H* L. Folk and Company, Salt Lake City directories. 
Salt Lake City Sanborn Insurance maps, 1898, 1911, 1930. 
"Salt Lake Hotel Served as Hearth for Basques," Deseret News, April 2, 1977, p. 3-1. _______
-Salt Lake Basque Home Closing Its Doors-," Salt Lake Tribune, March 27, 19'

p. 6G. 
"Lev.'is S. Hills," Ken_of Affairs in the State, of Utah, Salt Lake City:The Press Club of Sail LaKT"7*"^ r^^1 *^——

Date: 5/2V



Street Address: 126 South 200 West . Site No:
• ———————————————————————————— — ————————————————————————————————————————— '•

Architect/Builder:

vo

Building Materials: Brick and stone

Building Type/Style:

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(Include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

The Lewis S. Hills residence, except for the west additions made in 1928, 
has retained its original appearance. The original plan was roughly square 
S-shaped but now isbasically rectangular. The 1928 additions were built of 
brick and are flat roofed. The window patterns and sizes are similar but 
the Italianate detailing was not carried to the additions. The additions 
are laregly obscured from view by huge trees. The architectural value lies 
in the original house which has been unaltered on all but the west side. 
The interior also retains much of its original detailing in the main rooms 
but was altered with respect to plan when transformed into a hotel for the 
Basque community. The paneled central stairway is particularly ornate.

The Hills residence displays the characteristics of typical high V. I. 
houses in Utah. The architectural focal point is the projecting eastern 
wing and its two-story bay window. The bay window is segmented and is 
heavily paneled and moulded. The windows, like those found in the rest of 
the building, are set within square bays and have double-hung sashes.

The superstructure of the two-story house is brick and sits upon a stone 
foundation. The roof is a truncated hip. The crowning cornice is a major 
architectural feature and contains a paneled freeze with paired brackets 
(single brackets around the bay window), and dentils. Other decorative 
elements include stone quoins, pedimented stone lintels and a fancy

C-tatement of Historical Significance: Construction Date: c.1885
The Hills residence : is significant as the home of one of pioneer Utah's 

major financial figures, Lev/is S. Hills. For over four decades as president a 
director or major shareholder of many of Utah's most important banking, 
commercial and industrial institutions Hills played a leading role in 
economic development in the state. Since 1928 the former Hills house has 
served as a community center for the Basque population of SaltLake City.

As a representative example of local High Victorian Italianate architec 
ture 5 the house is also significant. A popular residential style in Salt 
Lake City from the mid 1880s till the early 1890s, the Hills residence is 
::ne of only a few well-preserved Italianate houses remaining in the city. 

Lewis S. Hills was born in South Amherst, Massachusetts, in 1836. He 
came to Salt Lake City in 1862. In 1869 he participated in starting the 
rivate 'bank of Hooper, Eldredge and Company. In 1872 the bank was 
.acorporated as the Deseret National Bank with Hills as cashier. In 1892 

:; became president. He also was a director of Deseret Savings Bank, 
.MI (Zion f s Cooperative Mercantile Institution), Beneficial Life 
..surance Company, Consolidated Wagon and Machine Company, as well as other 
•jor banks and companies.
Hills was also active in local politics as a member of the People's 
oty. He was the first receiver of the U.S. Land Office in Salt Lake 
i served two terms on the city council. He married Theresa Burton in 
•••:> and they had six children. Hills died in 1915.
ev/is Hills owned the site upon which the house stands from 1869 until 
.. The building was built c.1885 as a residence for the Hills family.
time after the family moved, the large house was converted to a : 

ding.house. In. the early 1950s the house was purchased by John F. i 
~-':t of Bennett's Paint and Glass. Bennett was an early developer of \ 
ut glass, art gla.ss and pain,t industry in Utah.
o'" present ov/ner, John Landa,' bought the building in 1928. He and his j 

recently come to Salt Lake from the Basque country of Spain where
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/4. ARCHITECTURE (continued):
bracketed porch. The original double leaf four panel doors and transom 
window are intact. There are fine fireplaces in the house but some of 
the chimneys have been removed. Overall, the Hills residence is in good 
condition with its historic qualities ostensibly intact.

5. HISTORY (continued):
Mr. Landa had been a sheepherder. Landa did some remodeling and opened 
the Hogar Hotel (meaning home in Spanish) as a lodgings for Basques. In 
the years since the house has become a center for those area Basques who 
wish to maintain ties v/ith their cultural heritage. It is a close-knit 
group which is reluctant to let non-Basques enter and stay in the hotel. 
At Christmas and Easter the hotel sponsors ethnic activities. The owner 
also helps Basque newcomers to get jobs and residences in Salt Lake* In 
the hotel the Basque language is spoken almost exclusively.
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Street Address: l n> South Stote Street Site No:

Architect/Builder: nines and LeFargo of New York/Frederick A. Hale, 3LC

Building Materials:

Building Type/Style: '

Description of physical appearance & significant architectural features:
(include additions, alterations, ancillary structures, and landscaping if applicable)

Described at the time of its completion as IT a combination of the Doric 
and Ionian styles of architecture," the Salt Lake Public Library is a three- 
story., rectangular gabled hip roof structure with a two- story entrance •- 
paviilion, constructed of oolite limestone from Sanpete County. The Beaux- 
Arts Classical library v/as designed by Hines and LaFarge -of New York City. 
(architects of the .Cathedral of St. John the Divine), with Frederick A. 
Hale the supervising local architect. . • . .. - .

.The front.faca.de is five bays wide with a. heavy moulded cornice between 
'the second and third -floors. The first and .second, floor window. -openings 
are. slightly recessed in arched frames. The wide eaves of • the. slightly- 
flared roof are supported by very large modlllion brackets. The roof line 
is broken by -a. large carved stone, gable with- a center-, arched." window and • .

' four.-'dec.or.ated .pilasters-. : -The two-story baaustrade.d./ent^aiiqe^pavillian . : -v '.
'end walls" afe curved to follov; 'the ra.dius "of the -spiral" stairc-ases at^both" 
.ends of the entrance foyer. Four attached' columns divide: the entrance .. . 
f .aca.de -Into, three bays with double oak doors. ..( The center doors, have" been

c^^Laced 'by a large 'fixed sheet of glass, and th'-e center part, of the steps'
' "has" been replaced with a fountain.) The interior of the entrance paviilion, 
done in golden oak, is entirely intact. A. mezzanine. has been added recently 
above -the second floor for. exhibits and demonstrations.. Mill work for th.e 

1 i:ti:ig-r£^ the 'same firm -that did the •original
:; .:,ieinent of HSstprical Significance: Construction Date:

' -.Tvhe Mr. and Mrs, George T, Hansen Planetarium, Space Science Library, 
and Museum,! formerly the SaltLake City Public Library, is worthy of desig 
nation as aj cultural site on the basis of its architectural merit, and as 
a historic- kite because it is the only building remaining-in Salt Lake City 
-chat records the philanthropic urge for community .Improvement that 
characterized turn of the century America. '.".-' " '.'.""

Even from the earliest years of settlement in Salt Lake'City Ibraries 
were considered a necessary asset to a civilized community.. In 1850 "the 
Territory of Utah quickly accepted a federal appropriation for'the estab 
lishment of I a. territorial library, and appointed William 'C. Stain.es (builder 
of the Devereaux House, Salt .Lake City ! s' first mansion- and' a,National . : 
Register site) 'as the territorial librarian. ^The territorial library was- 
intended toibe both a law library and a. general public library, and served 
as such forl.-a period of years. Eventually the collection was divided up ' 
with the general booksgoing to the library'of. .the University of Deseret . 
O;BG the. lav/! books remaining as the Utah. Library. . .•'•'• : -.

Efforts irere made to promote public lending libraries accessible to the 
public, and;the Seventies 1 Library functioned for'this purpose for a number 

" years. \J7hen this service faltered, a number of private lending libraries
••ang up in the-city to provide the only library service available to Salt
;e City fd>r many years.
Vigorous!efforts to establish a free public lending library were made by

) Ladies TJAterary Society of Salt LakeClty, ana by the Kasonic Order who
^e interested in promoting libraries

jr beliefs. It was the
in r>romating: a bill in

to assist In educating Mormons out 
Ladies Literary Society, however, who 
the territorial legislature in 1393

:L~CY moved
public libraries in the 
provision and created a

state. Sal 
free public
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ARCHITECTURE (continued):

Salt Lake Public Library 
(Hansen Planetarium)

millv/ork in 190*u The open trusses and tongue-and-groove ceiling are 
visible above the nev; mezzanine. Architect for the additions was -Yesley 
Budd. The following description of the building v:as published by the Salt 
.I^ake Eeralj; at the time of its dedication:

"The library stands on State street, just south of the Alta Club, 
on high ground with lawns sloping from the building in all directions, . .

"The building is of white oolite from Sanpetevalley, the stone lending 
itself admirable to the form and dignity of the structure. The main 
entrance is in three parts opening on the hallway. from which rise the 
two broad ample stairways to the lecture hall above. Entrance to the 
east from this hallway leads to the main floor of the reading room, a 
commodious, sunny room, furnished with all modern conveniences. In the 
central part of this stands the librarian 1 s desk or counter, which is 
of solid steel with a. top of golden oak to match the finidlng of the 
interior. In the southeast corner of the room is a. small apartment shut 
off with glass for the chief librarian, so arranged that all parts of 
the reading room are under supervision.

"Behind this is the stack room, or place for the books. The room 
is fitted with rows and rows of steel shelving of the latest design, 
so arranged in units that each small shelf may be readily detached and, 
if ned, be removed ....

11 The main auditorium on the upper floor has seats to accommodate 350 
persons* It is finished like the remainder of the building, and is 
built for a. gallery to extend around three sides. This gallery is not 
yet completed, but the building is so planned that the 'heavy steel 
bolts which hold it;"together will support this addition when the time 
comes to provide it. A good-sized platform extends outward from the 
east wall into the auditorium, making an ideal place for small lectures 
or recitals." ( Sala tL ake Her al d , October 27, 1905.)

5. HISTORY (continued):
library, purchasing first the library holdings of the Pioneer Library owned— 
by the Grand Lodgeof Utah. For $l,ZfOO the city acquired a library worth 
S2if,000. The facility was installed in the City and County Building (a 
National Register site) and attention was immediately turned to acquiring 
some more permanent location. Again the Ladies Literary Society came to 
the rescue by persuading the eccentric and. retiring mining millionaire, 
John Q. Packard, to donate both land and capital for the construction of a 
public library building.

The combination of a. crusading group of progressive upper-class women 
and a millionaire eager to fulfill his obligations within theGospel of 
V/ealth was not unique to Salt Lake City, it was a scenario common to that 
era of the nation's history. But while many cities have numerous examples 
of such public manificence, it was comparatively rare in Salt LakeCity . . 
and the present building is certainly the only one of its nature left in 
the city. Fittingly, when the public use of the library demanded: a larger 
facility, the old library v/as rescued, by a generous donation in the spirit 
01 John 0. Packard, The nev/ donors gave the city :;>i}.00,000 to renovate the

as a planetarium.!


